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Abstract

Online advertising media is undeniably powerful. Though costly, it brings an

unprecedented amount of awareness and yields great conversion rates that can be

accurately tracked. This study revolves around the customer journey and tries to

understand the steps customers undertake to complete a purchase. From every

single touchpoint that leaves digital fingerprints on each different channel, to how

they all interact and potentiate each other. Furthermore, what impacts the conversion

itself, and what techniques can be utilized to our advantage, from retargeting to ad

personalization and creative customization? Moreover, in the context of the particular

financial institution studied, which attribution method would be the best fit when

analyzing the whole picture? Results showed that the J-shape attribution was the

technique most in line with their present objectives and is considered more accurate

than their current method. In addition, specific formats to utilize display advertising

efficiently and optimize conversion rates were discovered. Analysis and research

showed repetitively that video display yielded greater results when compared to

traditional banner advertising since they are more intrusive. Moreover, during this

thesis, results showed that the channel that gave the highest conversion rates by far

was affiliate marketing. It was thus recommended to the client to explore different

affiliate techniques such as influencer marketing to exploit this powerful advertising

method further. Additionally, efficient and simple implementations to maximize email

conversions at a low cost were discovered, such as introducing promotions directly

at the bottom of important recurrent emails already sent monthly by the institution to

their clients. This approach will assure that the email will be opened and that it won’t

be perceived as spam by the consumer. Finally, the death of the cookie era was

explained and recommendations on how to prepare for those new changes were

made, including implementing APIs and utilizing Google’s FloC as soon as possible.

This thesis will touch on all the points mentioned prior and will give specific

recommendations to the client on which processes and changes they can implement

in their businesses to facilitate and maximize the conversion of credit cards.

Keywords: Customer journey, Touchpoint, Channel, Attribution methods,

Retargeting, Personalization, Cookies, Omni-Channel, Banner-blindness,

Conversion rates.
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Foreword

This dissertation is part of obtaining the degree of Master of Science in

Management. It revolves around online conversions and took 16 months to

complete. With a BAA in Finance and a burning passion for the world of

E-commerce, the combination of both in this project was a no-brainer. Additionally

having an E-commerce background since the young age of 16, this project is a major

stepping stone toward my goal of becoming a well-informed and educated

E-commerce entrepreneur.

My drive for this study was to have the chance to poke around in massive

datasets and explore what influences conversion. Digging around and discovering

which results are possible to achieve when finding the strengths and weaknesses of

each marketing channel, touchpoints, and advertising technique and exploiting them

is an incredible opportunity.

Multiple hurdles were encountered in the making of this project. Data

collection was an issue within itself. It required learning the multiple different

platforms utilized by the client needed to aggregate the data for analysis, this step

took months. Furthermore, the murkiness of those data lakes was cloudier than what

was expected, finding the required data among millions of lines was a monk's work.

The subject of advertising, attribution as well as retargeting, and

personalization is constantly evolving with rapid and drastic changes in the space.

Researchers have studied and speculated about the best techniques and attribution

methods for distribution merits efficiently and accurately towards each touchpoint of

a customer journey. This project is no different, with its objective of understanding

the most optimal ways of distributing the advertising budget of this financial

institution in efficient channels with specific techniques to maximize their conversion

rates.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

“Half of my advertising spend is wasted; the trouble is, I don't know which

half.” (Blake et al., 2015, p. 1). This quote from John Wanamaker is what sparked

this research. It is a problem that all businesses face daily. Where are my

investments well spent and where are they lacking? Where should I invest my

resources to maximize my gains when it comes to advertising? This is not an easy

question since so many variables need to be considered to have a chance of

answering it correctly.

In this situation, there are two possible paths to try and give an approximate

answer, the online world, and the offline world. This thesis plans to focus on the

online world since there is an abundance of data points and entries to observe

compared to the real world where way fewer things are being accurately tracked.

When it comes to E-commerce, quality datasets are crucial; the more data you

collect, and the more clearly it is organized, the higher the odds are of making

educated decisions when it comes to having great returns on your investments.

Currently, in the literature, there is a gap concerning optimal sequence orders of

touchpoints in customer journeys as well as which specific advertising channel can

obtain the highest conversion rates. This thesis had the opportunity to access a

massive dataset coming from one of the country’s most renowned financial

institutions to try and fill that gap.

1.1. Context

In this section, many subjects will be briefly touched on prior to diving in

deeper in later chapters.

The first step is to start by observing the customer journey, which entails

tracking the entire path that customers follow from the moment they first interact with

the product or brand, right until the end (Lee, 2010). The customer journey is

composed of both channels and touchpoints, this in itself can be challenging to track

accurately since the journey is not always linear but is more often than not,
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omnichannel. Omnichannel means having a multitude of different touchpoints

through many different channels (some of them can even be offline, which makes it

even harder to keep track) (Cortiñas, 2019). Thus to be able to track it accurately,

you need to aggregate multiple different sources of data from different channels and

then create a clear path to be able to analyze it efficiently (Cortiñas, 2019).

To achieve this, advertising techniques, also known as channels, need to be

sorted out accordingly. These channels range from paid search, organic search, paid

social, affiliate marketing, email marketing, direct, and even offline channels. Once

sorted, channels need to be dissected in order to reflect the different touchpoints that

were involved in the conversion. Touchpoints are the interactions the customers

make during their purchasing process; they can be either online or offline. Identifying

them is the easy part, the challenge is to then attribute them their individual impact

on the whole conversion process. This means that once a clear journey is mapped

out, each touchpoint and channel will need to be analyzed in order to try and

decipher their individual influences on the conversion itself. Although challenging,

this can be achieved by comparing the conversion rates of each channel and

touchpoints involved in the journey and then comparing them to a plethora of

different journeys. But this raises questions such as; does the impact of certain

channels/touchpoints have more value at the beginning of the conversion funnel or

toward the end? Knowing this will greatly influence how investments are conducted

for online marketing by businesses.

Additionally, the way marketers will decide to observe and analyze the data

they have collected and sorted will also impact the end results. Using either a

single-touch model, multi-touch model, or even custom attribution models (that can

include artificial intelligence), will give varying results. This indicates that different

attribution methods will impact your final outcome, even if it is based on the same

data entries. There is still no clear winner when it comes to attribution methods, and

although some are considered better than others, the realistic answer is that every

business needs to find the attribution method that fits best to their needs (Leguina,

2020). Marketers will need to test and compare different methods, and in certain

cases might even need to create a custom one. In this thesis, multiple types of
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attribution methods will be juxtaposed with the objective of recommending the

attribution technique that best fits the needs of this financial institution.

The subjects mentioned prior all have varying degrees of influence on the final

conversion itself. But, external factors also need to be considered, for example, the

incoming changes in the data collection process, such as the death of the cookies,

will greatly impact how data will be obtained in the near future. This attests that new

measures must be put in place by businesses to prepare for this drastic change.

Additionally, subtle things such as the speed of the servers, the quality of the

website, and the frequency of advertising, can’t be ignored and need to be

accounted for. All the subjects mentioned in this section will be discussed in deeper

detail in the following sections of this thesis.

1.2. Study objectives

In this research, a stack channel dataset with more than half a million data

entries will be aggregated and analyzed. Each touchpoint will be categorized and

observed to figure out which ones have the more significant impact on conversion.

Additionally, different combinations of certain touchpoints will be compared to find if

there are specific combination orders that yield more meaningful results. Is there a

specific order within the customer journey that converts better than others? Which

individual channels will bring higher conversion rates at different moments in the

journey and why? This researches goal is to find which investments are the most

efficient and which ones are barely worth investing in, in the context of this particular

financial institution. To reach this goal, subjects such as; different advertising

methods, website quality, consumer psychology, personalization, innovative

attribution techniques, and many others will be touched on to have a general idea of

all the potential factors that can affect the outcomes. In short, the objective of the

study will be to try and shine a light on which individual channels/touchpoints (or

combinations) yield greater results for online conversion.
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1.3. Research question
To what extent touchpoints or combinations of touchpoints are related to

online conversion when it comes to acquiring new clients for financial products?
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Chapter 2: Literature review

In ascending order, the themes go as follows; “The customer journey

(pre-purchase to post-purchase)”, “Modeling customer journey” and “Modeling online

customer journey”. The themes mentioned previously all equally contribute to the

understanding of which factors impact online conversions.

2.1. The customer journey (pre-purchase to

post-purchase)

“Marketing’s primary objective is to reach consumers at the moments, or

touchpoints, that influence their purchasing behavior” and to pinpoint that moment,

the whole process needs to be understood (Saravanakumar & SuganthaLakshmi,

2012, p. 4445). The customer journey consists of tracking all the customer’s

interactions, from the first time they hear about the product/brand, right until the

conversion (Lee, 2010). Each individual goes through different types of journeys

before the conversion occurs and to understand them, those paths need to be

categorized as either a single-channel journey or an omnichannel journey (Cordeiro,

2018). Then the journeys themselves are composed of both channels and

touchpoints. Channels can be offline or online and refer to which advertising method

was utilized. These advertising methods range from organic search, direct search,

paid search, social marketing, affiliate marketing, and emails. Within those channels,

there are individual interactions that the customer made (for example clicking on an

ad) called touchpoints, they occur in a step-by-step fashion and are like digital

fingerprints (Matoulek, 2018).

Touchpoints as well can be either offline or online and are called external or

internal touchpoints respectively. To ensure organizations select cost-effective

channels and utilize mechanisms and techniques that truly affect the choice of

customers, the complex customer journey needs to be analyzed as a whole (Ford,
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2018). Furthermore, to understand what happens to journeys composed of

touchpoints occurring in the same channel or touchpoints happening in different

channels, effects like the crossover and spillover will be explained and taken into

account. Additionally, other variables affect conversions such as website quality, the

repetition effect, and others. Thus to gain a comprehensive understanding of the

customer journey, every subject mentioned prior will be explained in order in the

following section.

2.1.1. Single channel journey

“As the name suggests, with single-channel customer engagement, brands

message and interact with their customers via only a single unique channel, such as

email or SMS, not both” (Kearl, 2021, para. 2). Single channel journeys may entail

considering the last interaction before conversion, the last non-direct link clicked, the

last AdWord clicked, or even the first interaction in a conversion. In this case

conversion of customers occurs in a single touchpoint (Harris, 2018). Firms usually

use measurements such as customer feedback to determine single channel

journeys, even though such measures do not capture the entire customer experience

or journey (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). These measurements entail considering

specific aspects of the customer journey such as perceptions of customers at

specific times for a single purchase. Nevertheless, Priest (2017) argues that single

channel customer journeys fail to capture the overall customer experience that leads

to conversion since each touchpoint across the journey matters. Besides,

considering a single channel impedes organizations from isolating impactful

marketing activities from ineffective ones to ensure proper resource allocation

(Priest, 2017).

2.1.2. Omnichannel journey

Since the customer journey involves consumers interacting with organizations

through various channels, firms must consider omnichannel marketing to enhance

the effectiveness of advertisements in reaching potential consumers (Anderl et al.,

2015). Cortiñas et al. (2019) emphasize that customer journeys are increasingly

displaying omnichannel behavior by using multiple distribution channels to finalize
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their purchases. Besides, customers can use all distribution services within the

available channels or partially use the distribution services of a single channel to buy

products (Cortiñas et al., 2019). Thus, omnichannel customer journeys entail

considering all the channels the consumer interacts with before the conversion. This

includes highlighting the role of the first and final interaction in the conversion, as

well as determining the impact of interactions in between using data modeling

(Forrester Consulting, 2012). Lemon and Verhoef (2016) argue that consumers have

multiple interactions in different channels to form complex journeys, which requires

firms to consider omnichannel management (Priest, 2017). Ji et al. (2016) highlight

the importance of utilizing various advertising channels for online conversions.

Since consumers use more than a single channel to find information online

before buying a product Dhar and Weinberg (2016) emphasize that firms should

consider omnichannel marketing techniques to enhance the interaction, spillover,

and carry-over effects (which will be explained later). These effects will be described

later, but in short, they occur when customers visit a website again after the initial

visit by using either the same channel or a different one.

Nevertheless, omnichannel marketing should occur cohesively to achieve

organizational goals in which each channel should play a specific role (Shao & Li,

2011). Therefore, while it is challenging to control and manage omnichannel

customer journeys, firms should create and deliver positive customer experiences

across omnichannel journeys by integrating different business functions (Lemon &

Verhoef, 2016). But regardless of the selected marketing channel, budget allocation

relies on the effectiveness of the channel (Gaur & Bharti, 2020).

Furthermore, within the omnichannel journey itself, touchpoints can be divided

into two categories, either external or internal. External touchpoints happen in the

offline world, like someone going to your store, and internal ones are considered

interactions in a process online (Transformation, 2019). In short, these categories

are synonyms with offline touchpoints and online touchpoints.

To explore the role of each touchpoint, marketers can consider utilizing

predictive probabilistic approaches to model customer journeys. Techniques such as
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Game theory and the Markov model are complex but valid options. The game theory

consists of using the Shapley value (which is found by implementing an

overwhelming number of operations in a system) to examine the contribution of each

touchpoint to the final purchase (Priest, 2017). Compared to the Markov model which

is a system based on mathematical probabilities that helps stakeholders understand

the shift from path to path throughout the customer journey (Matoulek, 2018). This

model considers that subsequent events in the journey rely directly on preceding

ones (Balzter, 2000). These models can predict the potential for conversion using

historical data about purchases and website visits but are hindered by the inability of

stakeholders to quantify the predictive power of those techniques (Moe & Fader,

2000).

2.1.2.1. Offline channels

Over the last decade, we’ve seen a large movement from offline channels to

online ones, and in 2017, online advertising revenue overtook TV advertising for the

first time (Abhishek et al., 2017). Regardless, offline touchpoints are still essential

but are a bit more tricky, since they don’t leave traces as online touchpoints do with

their cookie trail. If you want to track them, you have to do it the hard way. But even

though they might be harder to track and account for, they are necessary for the

understanding of the consumer journey as a whole. If you only take into account

online touchpoints, then you only have half the story since customer journeys are

progressively nonlinear (Murphy, 2017). The customer could in fact do the whole

conversion process online, but he could also ask a friend for advice, directly call the

store for information, see an ad on TV, or hear information on the radio (Murphy,

2017). In those cases, when traditional media drives consumers to online stores,

marketers can look for an increase in direct website track and correlate this with the
timing of an online campaign. It’s not a perfect science, but the data suggests that
companies are getting better at it (Murphy, 2017, p.27).

Even though offline touchpoints are harder to track, they can’t be overlooked

and marketers should find out ways to effectively track those interactions and

connect them to their libraries of data to take them into consideration. For example, if
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a customer calls your business, an online ticket could be created with his information

and linked to the library of data for later analysis. The ROPO effect, meaning

research online, and purchases offline is frequent and thus lots of data points could

be missing in the journey.

The interactions with the offline environment influence the online behavior and vice

versa. In terms of offline data, online campaigns can invoke conversions offline and

they should be tracked precisely by conversion paths (Matoulek, 2018, p. 20).

The general issue with attribution is the quality and completeness of your

data itself. By taking into account offline touchpoints, you are taking a step in the

direction of a more clear and more complete customer journey.

2.1.2.2. Online channels

When it comes to online advertising, multiple different channels offer each

different strengths and weaknesses. To observe and confirm those advantages and

disadvantages, data collection needs to be done efficiently. Yet a business can

gather all the data they want, but without key performance indicators, it will remain

numbers on a sheet. Thus to uncover results from the data collected, the right KPIs

need to be put in place (Bond, 2022). The existence of different campaigns and

campaign objectives varying from search campaigns, social campaigns, and display

campaigns to objectives such as brand awareness or acquisition suggests that firms

can use various KPIs to evaluate the effectiveness of their campaigns. One major

KPI that will be utilized to analyze the dataset in this analysis is conversion rate. It is

“calculated by simply taking the number of conversions and dividing that by the

number of total ad interactions'' (Google ads help, 2022). In 2022, “the average

conversion rate across Google Ads is 4.40% on the search network and 0.57% on

the display network.” (Bond, 2022 p. 8). But when it comes specifically to the industry

touched on in this thesis, the financial industry, the average conversion rate is 4,17%

for search and 0,80% for display ads (Bond, 2022).
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On a separate note, techniques such as cross-selling and up-selling are also

great in online advertising and can be utilized in different channels right before the

conversion. These well-known marketing techniques are aimed “to raise the value of

a single sale transaction” (Kubiak, 1970, p. 2). Cross-selling consists of offering

additional items that complement the initial purchase while Up-selling offers the

customer to buy more of that item or a more costly version of the item (Kubiak,

1970). These methods are used by companies such as Amazon and show great

results (Kubiak, 1970).

2.1.2.2.1. Display advertising

First and foremost, display advertising consists of banners, images, text, etc.,

showcased on different platforms, websites, or apps. In fact, there is a plethora of

different types of display ads such as banners, native, animations, interactive

content, video content, infographics, and more. (Indeed, 2021). As opposed to the

other formats mentioned previously which are self-explanatory, native ads are

different since they differ from traditional display advertising (Sirrah, 2019). Contrary

to traditional display ads which appear outside the feed, native advertising is part of

the feed (Sirrah, 2019). Though this format yields higher click rates, the trade-off is in

brand recognition (Aribarg, 2020).

Over time, they have evolved to be more obtrusive and harder to ignore; in

fact display advertising is not limited to banners and images, for instance, by

including audio and video features, they become more noticable (Goldfarb & tucker,

2011). Sadly for advertisers, there is increasing use of programs in browsers to help

users block advertisements. These programs or ''ad blocks'' make it challenging to

obtain accurate data (Kannan et al., 2016). Yet, display advertising is far from dead,

since 2013, Google has been estimated to have exposed over 90% of internet users

worldwide to display ads, “with more than a trillion impressions served to over 1

billion users every month” (Google Display Network, 2013).

Furthermore, “different ad formats influence consumers in distinct ways''

(Abhishek et al., 2012, p.1). For instance, display advertising is considered more
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effective during the initial stages of the customer journey than other forms of

advertisement (AdRoll, 2016). Mere exposure to display advertisements results in

increased online search activity (Xu et al., 2014). Customers usually engage in

online searches to collect additional information about the brand and the offered

product they just saw (Ghose & Todri, 2015). Moreover, exposure to display

advertising increases the intent of customers to purchase by about 7.1%, which

highlights the positive effect of display advertisements (Ghose & Todri, 2015).

Kannan et al. (2016) also find that the longer the exposure to display

advertisements, the higher the likelihood of customers visiting the website.

However, over the years, display advertising has dramatically decreased in

response rates mainly due to a phenomenon called “banner blindness” (Hollis,

2005). This incident consists of customers actively trying to avoid banners by simply

overlooking them, which renders them almost futile in a sense (Hollis, 2005).

Furthermore, in the digital age, attention span has been affected negatively, dropping

from 12 minutes 10 years ago to an average of 5 minutes today (Subramanian,

2018). But the decision to scroll down or to quit a web page is made in 10 seconds

(Subramanian, 2018). “Marketers will have to contend with the reality of shrinking

attention spans to modify and adjust their product campaigns and

promotions.”(Subramanian, 2018, p. 5). Wu (2017) mentions that we currently exist

in an attention economy. Thus when trying to maximize the investments made in

display advertising, the format chosen needs to be more intrusive to yield greater

levels of success.

2.1.2.2.2. Search advertising

Search advertising consists of bidding on keywords to showcase

advertisements on search engines according to queries (Blake et al., 2015). Search

ads also known as paid search, sponsored links, or search engine marketing (SEM)

are a massive part of online advertisement. In 2020, in the US, the total search

advertising industry revenues totaled almost 60 billion USD, and paid search

accounted for approximately 40% of it (Perrin, 2020). Needless to say, paid search is
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where a lot of companies invest their online advertising budget. This precise form of

advertisement is based on the search queries of the consumer, hence it allows only

showing the most relevant ads to the user (Jeziorski & Segal, 2015). “It is viewed as

the most effective kind of advertising because of its very precise targeting”(Jeziorski

& Segal, 2015, p. 2).

These kinds of advertisements really focus on the intent of the customer,

which is a great strategy because it also avoids uninterested shoppers (Blake et al.,

2015). In this channel, keywords can be divided into two categories, branded or

generic (Rutz, 2011). For example, a search query could be broad like “hotel”, which

falls in the generic category, or brand-specific like “Hilton hotel” which is considered

branded keyword (Rutz, 2011). According to Tunuguntla (2022), generic keywords

have higher costs (bids) than branded ones since several businesses are all

competing for the same ones. Although more expensive, generic can have the

benefit of affecting subsequent branded searches, which branded keywords can’t do

(Rutz, 2011).

Although less expensive than generic keywords, branded keywords have

higher probabilities of being clicked than their counterpart (Tunuguntla, 2022).

Additionally, “for brand-keyword advertising, it is obvious that the user searched for

the brand name and hence is well aware of it, making brand-keyword advertising

redundant” (Blake, 2015, p.22). Moreover, branded queries in paid search can easily

be substituted with natural search (Yang, 2010). Regardless, those keywords are

precious and competitors desire similar ones and in most situations cannot resist

stealing traffic by bidding on your brand’s keywords (Tunuguntla, 2022). This creates

what is called “the prisoner's dilemma”, in this case, “a company and its competitor

would both be better off not buying any brand keywords, but each cannot resist the

temptation to pinch away some of their competitor’s traffic” (Blake et al., 2015, p. 22).

Arguments can be made that buying keywords through paid search is a form of

defensive strategy against other bidders (your competitors) (Tunuguntla, 2022).

In his work, Rutz mentions
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how consumers would initially engage in generic (possibly, product category-related)

searches, and then, move towards branded keyword searches in subsequent periods

as they progress through the decision-making funnel (Rutz, 2011, p.3).

Search advertising is a powerful channel since it affects the consumer

profoundly across all different stages of the funnel/customer journey (Abhishek et al.,

2012).

Also, the paid advertisement offers crucial information allowing the marketer to

track multiple variables, ranging from which ads the customer clicked, the time it was

clicked, the total amount spent or the bidding prices, etc. to help him evaluate the

efficiency of his ads (Blake et al., 2015). In effect, when using paid search, the

marketer is presented with a lot of data on the visitor who clicked on its ad, like the

geographic area of the user, his time zone, what product he clicked on, etc., and thus

can utilize that information to make better-educated decisions on future spending

(Blake et al., 2015). But while it seems like a flawless plan to target consumers

based on their queries, “In many cases, the consumers who choose to click on ads

are loyal customers or otherwise already aware of the company’s product” (Blake et

al., 2015, p. 2). This has to be taken into account since it seems on paper that these

paid advertisements are bringing in tons of new customers when actually, some of

them would have probably ended up on that website anyways by using different

channels. The average amount of new clients in this channel will be explained in the

analysis section.

2.1.2.2.3. Organic search (Natural search)

In digital marketing, there are multiple channels through which you can show

your ads to reach your intended consumers, such as; affiliation, paid social, direct,

email, organic, etc. According to its definition, “It refers to users' visits to the

advertiser’s webpage coming from a search engine not promoted content” (Leguina

et al., 2020, p. 6). These “not promoted” links are called organic links and are usually

more trusted by customers than promoted links (  Katona, 2013). This means that
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advertisers tend to want to capitalize on that search engine ranking by using

methods called search engine optimization, or SEO for short.

Yet, contrary to the other channels, organic search is an interesting one since

it is considered a “free” channel by most. Though organic search might not cost

anything to start, it needs to be optimized to yield great results (Berman, 2013). The

reality is that over the years SEO has become a multi-billion dollar business (Katona,

2013). “In the absence of sponsored links, the organic ranking is improved by SEO if

and only if the quality provided by a website is sufficiently positively correlated with

its valuation for consumers.” (Berman, 2013. p. 644). This suggests that there are

some costs when it comes to natural search due to SEO that needs to be accounted

for in the long run to better allocate budgets when it comes to online advertisement.

2.1.2.2.3.1. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) & their potential hidden costs

There are two options to reach the consumer in search engines, either with

organic search (SEO) or with paid search, also known as SEM (search engine

marketing) (Rentola, 2014). Although the algorithms that dictate which ads will

appear first are ambiguous, multiple factors can be taken into account to optimize

your visibility as well as your odds of being highly ranked on search engines.

According to “Mozlow's hierarchy of SEO needs”, named after Maslow's pyramid

(Appendix 1a), SEO is primarily affected by “crawl accessibility, compelling content,

optimized keywords, great user experience, share-worthy content, the title, URLs,

and the description” (Crawford, 2019, p. 7). These criteria mentioned prior are all

relevant in ranking your content in the top results of the search engine, and the

better the ranking, the greater the opportunity for a marketer to obtain a visitor on its

website, or even a conversion (Rojalin, 2020). When establishing an online

marketing budget it is vital to consider the potential “hidden” costs of SEO, since

most businesses consider this channel free because it is organic. For example, they

need to consider the costs of hiring an SEO consultant, optimizing the website, and

creating pertinent content. In particular, a firm may need to hire an SEO consultant to

acquire the necessary expertise or skills and ensure the success of the SEO
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campaign (Nash, 2020). Seeking external services like website optimization and

content creation requires the firm to incur some costs depending on the length of the

agreement such as annual or monthly contracts (Nash, 2020). Furthermore, firms

can “can choose to invest in SEO effort to promote their site in organic listings as

well as bid for sponsored links” (Berman, 2013, p. 649). When using a search

engine, the consumer has a choice between organic links, which tend to be more

trusting, or sponsored ones which appears first (Katona, 2013). Thus, it is essential

to consider this in SEO costs before initiating the SEO campaign to ensure its

success.

2.1.2.2.4. Direct search

The direct channel occurs when a customer enters directly your URL in the

search bar (Google analytics help, 2022) or if your website was previously

bookmarked (Sharma, 2022). But data will also appear in this channel if a visitor

came from a link that wasn’t tagged.

“ Links like this are often shared via text messages, personal emails, or a business

communication platform like Slack. Furthermore, if the medium is equal to ‘(none)’

and the traffic is unidentified, it will also be considered direct. This is the main reason

why this channel is sometimes inflated when it comes to the number of visits

(Comber, 2020, p. 11-12).

But usually, when conversions happen in this channel, it is most likely

because they are returning customers, but it doesn’t exclude the possibility of being

new clients either. If a client first went through a natural search, for example, they

could decide to take a shortcut on their next visit and directly type the business URL

(Sharma, 2022).

2.1.2.2.5. Social Media Marketing
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When social media arrived in our lives, it not only changed the way we can

express ourselves, but it also unlocked unprecedented opportunities for marketers

(Bostanshirin, 2014). Platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok,

YouTube, Reddit, etc. have multiple millions of users that are eager to consume

content (Bostanshirin, 2014). Usually, the type of content posted on those platforms

is more creative, distinct, and trustworthy, and relies primarily on attention

(Bostanshirin, 2014).

When looking at Facebook, the age of users ranges from 25-34 and the same

goes for Instagram (Bernhart, 2022). But if you are looking to get the attention of the

younger demographic, Tiktok and Twitter are the platforms with their largest age

group being from 10-19 and 18-29 respectively (Bernhart, 2022). For older

demographics, look no further than Pinterest, ranging from 50-64 (Bernhart, 2022).

This means that depending on the target audience you are looking for, different

platforms will answer your needs more efficiently.

2.1.2.2.5.1. Paid Social

When it comes to paid social, or just social media in general, it is a chance to

expand your competitive edge by boosting your brand awareness as well as your

online traffic (Bostanshirin, 2014). This can be achieved through this channel by

promoting paid ads on platforms like Facebook or Instagram (Ertemel & Ammoura,

2016). “Paid social media advertising is primarily being used to support

branding-related efforts” (Vizu, 2013, p. 5). Multiple advantages are associated with

paid social media ads (Taylor, 2013). Firstly, it effectively gets the attention of

customers through the use of creative content and it amplifies brand visibility (Taylor,

2013). Secondly, it is also considered cost-effective since it is a relatively cheaper

form of advertisement when compared to traditional marketing (Taylor, 2013). Thirdly,

it can generate valuable leads when the content is shared by users once promoted

(Taylor, 2013).
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2.1.2.2.5.2. Organic social

Organic social primarily relies on share-worthy quality content. The goal is to

organically spread awareness by inciting people to share your content on their social

network. “In making social media users share its promotional content with people in

their network it means that it has gained support from a trusted source and possibly

will be regarded highly by the recipient” (Bostanshirin, 2014, p. 786). Content that

has been shared by someone you personally know is definitely more trusting of a

source than when it comes from the business directly (Bostanshirin, 2014). Sharing

content with friends and family falls into the category of “word of mouth” (WOM) but

in the online space (Bostanshirin, 2014). The type of content in this section can be

unique promotions to users of this platform, or sneak peeks at an upcoming project

the business is currently working on (Saravanakumar & SuganthaLakshmi, 2012).

2.1.2.2.6. Affiliate marketing

Affiliate marketing is a very powerful marketing technique that essentially boils

down to creating a beneficial situation for both parties involved (Duffy, 2005). Usually,

the advertiser offers to pay the affiliate in some way in exchange for some exposure,

either upfront and/or a percentage of revenues for each new customer brought. A

typical affiliate marketing situation would be the affiliate creating some sort of content

like a Youtube Video, a podcast, a blog post, or a comparison website and then

talking about the products or services the advertisers are offering. “Affiliate marketing

is basically transmitting personal selling to an online environment” (Jurišová, 2013, p.

106). This is a situation where the affiliate is greatly incentivized to promote as much

and as convincingly as possible the product/service of the advertiser since their

revenues are directly tied to the number of new customers they bring.

Furthermore, Vladimira mentioned in her paper that “to the relation of the

company - customer it brings another man who has nothing to do with the company,

and therefore the recipient considers him a better reference to classic advertising”

(Jurišová, 2013, p. 106). Additionally, this method of marketing is great because it

has very little upfront costs. The business will pay the affiliate a percentage or a fixed
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price on every new client he/she brings, the business will then most likely turn a

profit for each new customer in the long run.

Affiliate marketing combines the value of personal sales and technology solutions

offered by online marketing. To companies with lower budgets, it provides an

opportunity to increase profits and raise awareness of its brand (Jurišová, 2013,

106).

The key to successful affiliate marketing lies in the construction of a win‐win

relationship between the advertiser and the affiliate. Affiliate marketing is likely to

become the principal mainstream marketing strategy for e‐commerce businesses in

the future (Duffy, 2005, p. 161).

Like Duffy mentioned in his research (2005) this method might become the

“go-to” advertising technique for most businesses since this channel yields powerful

results when it comes to conversion at relatively low costs.

2.1.2.2.6.1. Influencer affiliate marketing

“The new influencers are beginning to tear at the fabric of marketing as it has

existed for 100 years, giving rise to a new style of marketing that is characterized by

conversation and community” (Carrabis, 2008, p.1). In short, influencer affiliate

marketing consists of identifying influential users and inciting them into approving a

brand or a product through their social media activities (De Veirman, 2017). Then

through similar affiliate contracts like those mentioned above, a win-win relationship

can be initiated where the affiliate talks and approves your product and gets

rewarded by the number of new customers brought.

This advertising method creates a different level of trust since the “ad” is not

coming directly from the business itself, but from a person that isn’t “directly”

connected with the person trying to sell you something (Jurišová, 2013). “The added

value of the affiliate marketing business is just an input of an objective person who

has no relationship with that company, thus is becoming for a potential customer

more objective reference” (Jurišová, 2013, p. 110). Thus they can give their personal
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opinions, be less biased than the advertiser in question, and showcase in detail the

product/ service. Moreover, another benefit for the business is being able to target

the affiliates' audiences specifically. For example, by establishing an affiliate

relationship with a financial YouTuber, you can guarantee that most of the viewers

will definitely be interested in finances and in the recommendations from that

persona. “For global thinking companies, affiliate marketing should become the most

important communication and sales channel” (Jurišová, 2013, p. 110).

This particular method of advertising can sometimes tie in with a fairly old

phenomenon that is resurging in recent days with the online business environment

called parasocial relationships (Goldschmidt, 2003). “Parasocial interaction is a

perceived interpersonal relationship on the part of a [...] viewer with a mass media

persona” (Perse & Rubin, 1989, p. 60). This situation is pretty common when it

comes to streaming platforms like YouTube, Twitch, or other social media platforms.

This suggests that with these sorts of relationships, a certain level of trust is

developed (at least one-sidedly) between the viewer and the influencer. This ties in

directly with affiliate marketing since the viewer is listening to the influencer’s point of

view and thus is more likely to follow through with their suggestions of

products/services.

2.1.2.2.6.2. Referral marketing

Online referral marketing, for example, is a business practice that rewards customers

who successfully refer other customers to a website or upon completion of a sale

usually via their own social contacts (Guo, 2012, p. 373).

Common examples are companies such as Paypal and American Express

that incentivized their users with financial rewards to recommend the service to other

users (Buttle, 1998). Multiple businesses use the “refer a friend” technique and

reward their users with points or cash, credit card companies are no exception to this

(Buttle, 1998). This method of advertising is a form of affiliate marketing, but is open

to everyone. As an alternative to business-to-consumer marketing, referrals as well

as affiliates utilize an approach called consumer-to-consumer (Guo, 2012). “New
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online referral strategies leverage consumer-to-consumer interactivity, taking new

forms such as blogs, news groups, product reviews, and social networking sites”

(Guo, 2012, p. 373). Like affiliate marketing, this method of advertising is effective

and isn’t costly (De Bruyn, 2008). Thus this method, as well as affiliate marketing,

guarantees that each dollar spent on this brought new clients since this is a “pay per

performance” technique, they only have to pay at the conversion (Guo, 2012). In the

database of this financial institution, the referral marketing was classified in the

channel “other sources”.

2.1.2.2.7. Email marketing

Email marketing is considered by many to be one of the strongest channels

of E-marketing (Jenkins, 2008). This channel is primarily used to send promotions to

users (Jenkins, 2008). “Among its benefits point to "high response rates'' and "low

costs'' of email marketing and believe that these advantages “are rapidly turning

email marketing into an invaluable tool” (Bostanshirin, 2014, p. 785).

Yet this channel has deficiencies. The first one is the most obvious, customers

can decide to place this mail in their spam folder or simply ignore the mail and leave

it unopened (Jenkins, 2008). This can be avoided by employing “different channels

and methods of marketing to increase the chance of success.” (Bostanshirin, 2014,

p. 785). As Bostanshirin said, the key is to redirect those customers through a

different channel later in their journeys to prompt conversion. The second issue is

that there needs to be consent from the recipients to receive those emails from the

marketers (Bostanshirin, 2014). Meaning unless consent was received, no emails

can be forwarded to the customer (Jenkins, 2008). The email list then needs to be

built over time from agreeing customers and cannot be purchased from a third party

without informed consent from their part again (Office of the privacy commissioner of

Canada, 2022).

2.1.2.2.7.1. Spam emails
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There is a fine line between keeping a customer informed on promotions and

spam. According to Campaign Monitor, spam emails are “unsolicited, irrelevant

emails that land in your inbox” (Campaign Monitor, 2017,). The spam folder needs to

be avoided by marketers above all (Campaign Monitor, 2017). The first rule to avoid

this folder is to only send emails to people who have consented to it, this is the

reason to avoid purchasing third-party email databases (Campaign Monitor, 2017).

Then, the email needs to be personalized (Campaign Monitor, 2017). This is easy to

implement since the financial institution got those email addresses through first-party

data collection, meaning they also have their names. Furthermore, avoiding spam

words like “100% free” or “Act now” is key, since spam filters are on the lookout for

those (Campaign Monitor, 2017). Finally, the amount of email sent monthly need to

be accounted for, a good ratio could be twice a month (Lynch, 2021). This ratio could

be augmented if the business has appealing content or regular promotions (Lynch,

2021).

2.1.3. Touchpoints

Touchpoints refer to the general interactions between users and merchants

such as impressions or visiting specific sites (Matoulek, 2018). Firms use

touchpoints to understand exactly when customers purchased a product across their

journey (Cordeiro, 2018). Research highlights the importance of multiple touchpoints

in influencing conversions throughout the customer journey (Kannan et al., 2016).

Since a purchase may occur after customers interact with many touchpoints, this

emphasizes the importance of using different channels for advertisement (Priest,

2017).

However, there is a gap in the literature when it comes to the value each

touchpoint individually brings to the whole conversion process. This is due to the

level of complexity associated with such a task. To assign weight to a single

touchpoint in the whole customer journey implies finding the weight of every

touchpoint simultaneously. Additionally, Harris (2018) demonstrates in his work that

the challenge of attributing conversions to specific customer touchpoints is a difficult

task, and this has led to the development of multiple different attribution models.

This ties up with the subject of the attribution problem which will be explored further
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later in this research. Yet, technological improvements have been made to be able to

predict the next touchpoint in a journey (Hassani, 2021).

Nevertheless, it is challenging to understand the effect of individual channels,

the interaction between channels, and the channels that result in conversions.

Leguina et al. (2020) argue that organizations can deal with these challenges by

dividing the customer journey into two categories. The first is external touchpoints

corresponding to user activities outside the marketing channel and the second is

internal touchpoints corresponding to user activities within the marketing channel.

“An example of an external touchpoint could be a kiosk where a customer comes in

contact with a company's product, services [...], outside in the physical world”

(Transformation, 2019, p. 1). On the other hand, an example of an internal

touchpoint would be “steps of interaction in a process” (Transformation, 2019, p. 1).

Organizations can then consider the external journeys leading to conversions and

those not leading to conversions; the same principle can be applied to the internal

journey.

2.1.4. The carry-over, spillover & interaction effects

Vendors use these effects to understand cross-channel attribution as the

effect affects the immediate and enduring effectiveness of marketing channels (Dhar

& Weinberg, 2016). The carry-over effect occurs when a user visits a website again

using the same channel used initially to access the site (Anderl et al., 2015). The

spillover effect occurs when website users visit the website again after the initial visit

using a different channel (Anderl et al., 2015). Although these effects are different,

both the carry-over and spillover have similar uses and influences (Dhar & Weinberg,

2016). Finally, the interaction effects measure the effects of advertising and it occurs

when more than one multiple independent variable simultaneously affects the

dependent variable (Dhar & Weinberg, 2016). Vendors usually use modern AI and

machine learning-based techniques to model the interaction effect (Priest, 2017).

2.1.5. What other factors can affect online conversion?
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It is clear that several different variables influence online conversions. Kannan

et al. (2016) demonstrated that the device(s) used by customers affects conversions

online, but so does demographic data such as age group, gender, location, user

interests, etc. (AdRoll, 2016). Many additional factors have an impact on the

customer journey and the odds of conversion such as the frequency of

advertisements and the quality of the website or the ad.

2.1.5.1. The frequency of advertising & the repetition effect

Moreover the number of interactions throughout the customer journey or the

number of visits to a vendor’s website (including the factor of if it's their first visit or

not) influence conversion (Kakalejčík et al., 2018). In fact, the number of previous

visits influences future buying behavior since this conduct demonstrates recurring

interest (Kakalejčík et al., 2018). In particular, past visits affect the subsequent visits

in which customers use the same (carry-over effect) or a different channel (spillover

effect) to return to a website (Anderl et al., 2014). Specifically, a higher number of

past exposure increases the tendency of consumers to purchase a product in the

long term. Although, “there are studies that show that impacting a user more than 10

times does not lead to higher conversion rates” (Romero, 2020).

The repetition effect can be divided into 2 categories, recall and attitude

toward the brand (Schmidt, 2015). “Low involvement and spaced exposures

enhance repetition effects on attitude toward the brand [...] and massed exposures

enhance the repetition effects on recall” (Schmidt, 2015). From there, either the

wear-in or the wear-out effects can take place (Moorthy, 2005). The wear-in effect is

positive from the customer’s point of view up to a certain point (Moorthy, 2005). This

effect includes feelings like learning and habituation (Moorthy, 2005). The wear-out

effect is the opposite, creating feelings of boredom and redundancy with

advertisements having either no effect or even negative ones on the client (Moorthy,

2005). To put this into perspective the shape of the repetition effect would be like an

inverted U curve (Schmidt, 2015). This means that the repetition effect is in effect
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“until familiarity and learning are saturated”, further advertisements will lead to

negative effects (Schmidt, 2015). That specific point where the customer is at the

perfect level of exposure has never been found and is considered the holy grail

(Schmidt, 2015). Regardless, during the analysis of this thesis, by utilizing the

carry-over effect, the tipping points where clear diminishing returns in conversion

rates will be analyzed in each channel according to the specific dataset of this

financial institution.

2.1.5.2. The quality of the website and the ads

Furthermore, the quality of the website has a great impact on the customer

since it is their first impression of the business. Specifically, Kuan et al. (2008) argue

that the system quality dimension has a positive effect on the intention of customers

to purchase a product initially. But the opposite is also true, Kuan et al. (2008)

demonstrate that website systems that impede customers from finding product data

and buying products result in negative perceptions about the websites, which

influences them to switch to a different website.

Additionally, researcher David Crête mentions that the quality of an ad greatly

matters and is equivalent to the subjective evaluation of the global experience.

Results show that the quality of the ad can predict the attitude of the consumer

towards it (Crête, 2016). Today, everybody is bombarded with ads on all platforms

from businesses trying to sell you things, the quality of the service you’re showcasing

is extremely relevant to outshine the competition. The quality of the ads and the

website are the first impressions the consumer has about your business and first

impressions are important.

2.2. Modeling the customer journey

To model the customer journey properly and to properly evaluate the

effectiveness of advertising, an understanding of how the customer thinks during the
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different psychological stages of the journey is paramount. Hence, in 1990, the

hierarchy of effects model was created and promoted the “cognition-affect-conation”

model (Barry & Howard, 1990). Over the years, other researchers took inspiration

from this model and created their own adapted versions. Models like STDC, AIDA,

and the marketing funnel were produced to try and get an even clearer

understanding of each individual stage a customer goes through during its

purchasing process (Skyword, 2020). Each of those models will be explored in the

following section. Comprehension of these models will then be helpful for dissecting

the journey in stages giving marketers the ability to target customers at more timely

moments.

2.2.1. Hierarchy of effects models

According to Rathod (2011) advertising was considered initially as a way of

increasing company sales. Today, stakeholders in the advertising industry use the

hierarchy of effects framework to evaluate the effectiveness of advertisements

(Weilbacher, 2001). In a comprehensive exploration of advertising studies, Barry and

Howard (1990) demonstrate the idea that customers go through several stages

toward a sale. They proposed a hierarchy of effects to understand and explain media

advertising. The two researchers highlight the importance of the order of sequence

of the three hierarchy stages or the cognition-affect-conation. Starting with “think,

feel, do” or “feel, do, think” stages, in ascending order (Barry & Howard, 1990).

Besides, they considered alternative order hierarchies of effect but they disregarded

the conation-cognition-affect and conation-affect-cognition models due to the

unlikelihood of advertising affecting behavior first without past affect or cognition

(Barry & Howard, 1990).

Regarding the way advertising functions, Vakratsas (1999) examined the

literature and found that advertising influences “cognition, experience, and affect”

(Vakratsas, 1999). The research shows that practical advertising approaches affect

the mind of customers and thus helps organizations avoid wasting their resources (

Ambler, 1999). In particular, while the evidence does not support the existence of
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advertising hierarchies, three crucial transitional effects between purchase and

advertising help us understand the functioning of advertising and the response

procedure. As mentioned, these effects are “cognition, affect, and experience”. Other

factors such as information processing abilities and motivation, mediate individual

reactions to advertising, which in turn influences a person’s reaction to advertising.

The researchers suggest that the three dimensions should be used to evaluate the

effects of advertising in which some intermediate variables matter more than others.

These variables are based on several factors including competition, target audience,

product life cycle, and the effect of other marketing approaches (Vakratsas, 1999).

Overall, the approach of the hierarchies of effects frameworks is too simple,

as they do not integrate other effects in the purchasing process. Regardless,

stakeholders can use it for behavior prediction or use it as a conceptual tool for

general guidance (Barry & Howard, 1990). Moreover, experience is implicit because

consumers can enter the consumption process with some knowledge that influences

the choice of a specific product or brand. Data processing among consumers can

cause positive or negative behavior such as buying or not. Thus this framework

should be used as a heuristic model for general guidance but remains too simplistic

to explain the new shift the digital world has recently caused. Digitalization has

caused a shift in paradigm regarding how customers think and reach decisions. This

created a totally new environment and a complex customer journey with a massive

amount of potential variables to account for. Therefore, other more recent models

have been added to the literature, such as STDC, AIDA, and the marketing funnel.

2.2.1.1. STDC (see-think-do-care)

Since it is essential to understand the entire customer journey, advertisers can

use different models to try and master it. The see-think-do-care (STDC) is one of the

models that can be utilized for that purpose (Jílková, 2019). The “see” dimension

concerns the first contact in which customers engage in research about the vendor

(Kaushik, 2015). Thus, it is in the firm's best interest to describe itself adequately. In

the “think” dimension, the vendor should demonstrate to customers why the business

solves the customer’s problems better than their competitors (Matoulek, 2018).
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Conversions occur in the “do” dimension, in which the vendor must ensure an

efficient and seamless checkout mechanism to avoid negative perceptions just

before the sale (Kaushik, 2015). Regarding the “care” dimension, vendors should

ensure that customers are highly satisfied to retain them in the future. Furthermore,

in the “care” aspect, vendors should try and establish a relationship with their

customers after the conversion, this can affect the repurchase rate and thus increase

the overall lifetime value.

2.2.1.2. AIDA (awareness-interest-desire-action)

Vendors can also use the “awareness-interest-desire-action” (AIDA)

framework to understand the steps customers undertake to complete a purchase

(Matoulek, 2018). For the “awareness” part, vendors focus on introductory activities

such as describing the company and the goods (Matoulek, 2018). This stage is

directly linked with display advertisement since the whole purpose of those ads is to

bring a customer from a disengaged state to one where they are aware of your

business and product (Abhishek et al., 2012). The “interest” phase entails catching

the attention of potential customers while the “desire” stage involves the firm

highlighting the benefits of its offerings to influence customers to complete

purchases (Matoulek, 2018). Finally, the customer completes the order in the “action”

stage, however, the company needs to make sure that the transaction itself is

effortless (Matoulek, 2018).

2.2.2. Marketing funnel

As established prior, comprehension of consumer behavior is paramount to

understanding the different stages occurring during the customer journey. Nowadays,

the marketing funnel (also known as the decision funnel or purchase funnel) “is a

visualization for understanding the process of turning leads into customers''

(Skyword, 2020) (Appendix 2a). Starting with the largest end of the funnel, the

awareness stage is composed of awareness marketing campaigns and consumer
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research (Colicev, 2019). During this stage, trust is established between the

consumer and the business through different channels (Colicev, 2019). This is the

lead generation stage (Skyword, 2020).

“Once leads are generated, they move on to the interest stage, where they

learn more about the company, its products, and any helpful information and

research it provides'' (Skyword, 2020, p. 9). This is the phase where businesses can

create relationships with their customers and target them with ads (Colicev, 2019).

The third phase is consideration (Colicev, 2019). Here customers are

considered prospects and businesses can send them additional information about

their offerings through email marketing while continuously targeting them with

curated ads (Skyword, 2020). Free trials or discounts can be offered to customers at

this stage (Colicev, 2019).

To leap from the 3rd to the 4th stage, customers need to show interest in your

brand, this can be observed by items being added to their carts for example. This

stage is called the intent phase (Colicev, 2019). This is where the brand needs to

showcase why its product/service is superior to the ones offered by its competitors

(Skyword, 2020).

Evaluation is the fifth and before the last stage. At this point, customers are

weighing the pros and cons and making final decisions about the product/service

(Colicev, 2019). At this point, the results from the 4th phase can be observed on

whether or not the business made a good case against the competition and proved

that its offerings are superior (Skyword, 2020).

Finally, the sixth and final stage is the purchase (Colicev, 2019). This is when

the client made the decision to buy the product/service, and the conversion

happened (Skyword, 2020).

Researchers debate on which model is more accurate, or if any of them is

even relevant at all to this day (Skyword, 2020). Regardless, all these different

models clearly show that customers go through different psychological stages during
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their journeys. Regardless, a discovery has been made in a research paper by

Abhishek et al. (2017), “that advertisers should spend a relatively larger fraction of

their advertising budget on the stage of the purchase funnel that they believe has a

higher baseline conversion rate” (Abhishek et al., 2017, p. 493). For example, if a

marketer is aware that the level of brand awareness appears to be more significant

than the standard conversion prospect in the consideration stage, he should raise

the amount spent on brand advertising (Abhishek et al., 2017).

2.3. Modeling the online customer journey

Attribution models are used to distribute the merits of conversion to

touchpoints. They can be divided into two categories, single-touch models and

multi-touch models. Single-touch models, which are used by 83% of businesses

(AdRoll, 2017), consider one touchpoint, while multi-touch models consider multiple

touchpoints and split the merits (Forrester Consulting, 2012). A plethora of different

models can be utilized ranging from, time decay model, position base model, linear,

custom models, and even models that include AI and machine learning. All the

significant models will be explored and compared further in this section.

But ever since TV advertisements or print, attribution always had big issues

(Abhishek et al., 2017). Today, for the first time since, online ads offer the opportunity

to tackle this issue thanks to individual-level data. But due to a lack of transparency,

the problem is far from solved. Furthermore, a lot of data tracking comes from

cookies (third-party data) which helps marketers target and retarget customers with

personalized advertisements. Yet the era of cookies is coming to an end due to

data-privacy regulations. Different alternatives are emerging like APIs or prioritizing

first-party data. Thus to gain a comprehensive understanding of attribution as a

whole, every subject mentioned prior will be explained in order in the following

section.
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2.3.1. Attribution models

“Attribution modeling analyzes every single step a user took before

conversion and assigns value to each individual marketing step along the way”

(Swan, 2020). However, the choice of the model influences the attribution itself

because numerous channels and touchpoints can be accounted for or dismissed

(Harris, 2018). Finding an accurate attribution model that fits the businesses’ needs

will help uncover the effectiveness of each advertising campaign in different

channels (Priest, 2017).

But the attribution itself is limited by the rules of the attribution model and the

accuracy of your data (Abhishek et al., 2012). Furthermore, researchers have found

that utilizing different common models yields radically different results when looking

into ad effectiveness (Abhishek et al., 2012). This suggests that depending on which

attribution technique is chosen, different levels of ad effectiveness will be shown in

the results (Abhishek et al., 2012). This is a massive finding since most businesses

utilize single-touch models, and switching their attribution method could yield totally

different outcomes of ad effectiveness.

There is a gap in the literature when it comes to agreeing on an “ultimate

model”, different researchers have different opinions on the matter. However, it is

commonly agreed that single-touch attribution models are outdated and that

businesses should adopt multi-touch attribution models instead. The common

consensus is that businesses should adopt attribution techniques that fit their needs.

Consequently, depending on your business, choosing an adequate attribution model

is crucial since it will skew the results and analysis accordingly.

2.3.1.1 Single-touch attribution models

Single-touch models are pretty simple, they attribute conversions or sales to a

single touchpoint. These models usually only consider either the first interaction

(called first-click or first interaction) or the last one (known as last-click or last
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interaction) (Forrester Consulting, 2012). In 2017, 83% of businesses utilized these

methods of attribution. More specifically, 44% of businesses use the last-click

attribution model and 39% of them use the first-click model (Adroll, 2016). These

single-touch attributions are easy to implement for businesses, but according to

AdRoll, these methods are “hindering their decision-making ability” due to their

simplicity  (Adroll, 2016, p. 3).

2.3.1.1.1. First-click & Last-click

Although similar, their main difference lies in which channel is considered, for

example, last-click usually gives all the credits to the direct channel (Google

attribution modeling example, 2022). While on the opposite side, the first-click

method usually gives merits entirely to the paid search channel (Google attribution

modeling example, 2022). In short, these methods give 100% of the credit for a

conversion to either the first or the last thing that was clicked.

Studies demonstrate that simplistic attribution models, such as first-click or

last-click, underestimate the role of specific channels in the final conversion (AdRoll,

2016). For example, last-click attribution is biased toward search engine advertising

as it overestimates the contribution of other channels like direct (Kannan et al.,

2016). Additionally, Priest (2017) argues that these models are inaccurate and

flawed because of their failure to provide a real picture of the customer journey. The

issue is that most businesses don’t realize that this attribution method is considered

outdated, thus they don’t even contemplate other potential attribution techniques to

analyze their data.

2.3.1.1.2. Last Non-Direct Click (same touch) attribution

When looking at the analytics help center from Google, they define the last

non-direct click as “100% of the conversion value to the last channel that the

customer clicked through from before buying or converting.” (Google Analytics Help

Center, 2022, para. 15). This particular model is known to disregard both attributes
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and direct traffic (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022). Furthermore, it is

automatically selected when it comes to analysis in non-multi-channel (NMC) funnels

(Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022). Moreover, being the default method

from google (when it comes to NMC funnels) means that this attribution technique

can be a great guideline to compare to different outcomes coming from other

channels (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022).

2.3.1.1.3. Last Google Ads Click attribution

This attribution method is pretty self-explanatory, like the last-click attribution

techniques, it attributes all the merits of the conversion to the last-click, but in this

case, specifically, it's attributed to the last google ads click (Google, default MCF

attribution models, 2022). Google refers to it as a model that “attributes 100% of the

conversion value to the most recent Google Ads ad that the customer clicked before

buying or converting” (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022). In short, this

method touches the paid search channel and attributes all the merits of the sale to it

(Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022). This particular method can be

utilized when a business desires to figure out which google ads converted the most

clients (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022).

2.3.2.2. Multi-touch attribution models

Contrary to the simplistic approach of single-touch models, the multi-touch

attribution model considers the effect of various touchpoints on the final conversion.

These kinds of models are more powerful than single-touch ones because it enables

firms to link conversions to various marketing channels, which results in optimized

marketing campaigns (Ji & Wang, 2017). These models value the cumulative effect

of most advertising activities throughout the user journey on customer behavior

(Matoulek, 2018). Yet, “the accuracy of an attribution model is limited by the

assumptions of the model, and the quality and completeness of the data available to

the model” (Sapp, 2016, p. 1). Additionally, all these models have a flaw that is

usually overlooked, they “assume that ad exposure does not change user behavior
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in other ways, such as driving additional website visits, generating branded

searches, or creating awareness and interest in the advertiser” (Sapp, 2016, p. 1).

Advertisers can use any of the several options of multi-touch models

including; linear models, time decay models, position-based models, data-driven

models, etc., to fit their needs (Forrester Consulting, 2012). Furthermore, Berman

(2018), also mentions that businesses will end up spending less on digital marketing

when more advanced attribution techniques are used due to better allocation of

resources.

2.3.2.2.1. Position base (U-shaped) attribution

Position based (or sometimes described as U-shaped) consists of merging

both first-click and last-click attribution models together (Google, default MCF

attribution models, 2022). In this case, rather than attributing 100% of the conversion

to either the last or the first click, it will split them and award 40% of the credit to the

last click and 40% to the first click (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022).

Then the remaining 20% will be distributed between the touchpoints that happened

in the middle (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022). This specific attribution

technique is useful when the business “value touchpoints that introduced customers

to your brand and final touchpoints that resulted in sales” (Google, default MCF

attribution models, 2022). This method would distribute merits to each channel, as

followed; paid search would receive 40% from being the first interaction, then direct

would receive 40% for being the last, and channels such as paid social or email

would share the remaining 20% (Google, attribution modeling example, 2022).

2.3.2.2.2. Linear attribution

The linear model, although part of the multi-touch attribution techniques,

remains pretty simple. This specific model distributed equally the credits to “each

channel interaction on the way to conversion” (Google, default MCF attribution

models, 2022). This makes sense in a way since every single touchpoint leading to
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the conversion had an effect on the conversion itself, but the potential issue is that

they might not all have equal influence. In their default MCF attribution model

section, google mentioned that this particular method can be useful when the

business's campaigns are aimed toward awareness (Google, default MCF attribution

models, 2022). For example, when focusing on the consideration process, every

single touchpoint is considered equally important (Google, default MCF attribution

models, 2022). This suggests that channels ranging from paid search, paid social,

direct, and email would be implied and would split the merits of the sale with 25%

each (Google, overview of attribution, 2022).

2.3.2.2.3. Participation attribution

This attribution method is particular, it attributes 100% to every unique

touchpoint in the journey (Adobe Analytics tool center, 2022). “The total number of

conversions is inflated compared to other attribution models. Participation

deduplicates channels that are seen multiple times.” (Adobe Analytics tool center,

2022). This method is great for having a more visual comprehension of how many

times a client is exposed to a given interaction (Adobe Analytics tool center, 2022). It

is used by media companies for understanding content velocity (Adobe Analytics tool

center, 2022). Moreover, “Retail organizations often use this model to understand

which parts of their site are critical to conversion” (Adobe Analytics tool center,

2022).

2.3.2.2.4. J-shaped & Inverse J attribution

Starting with the J-shaped, it consists of attributing 20% of the credit to the

first interaction, then 60% to the last one, and the remaining 20% is then split

between the middle touchpoints (Adobe Analytics tool center, 2022). If there is only

one touchpoint, 100% of attribution is given to the last touchpoint and if there are 2

touchpoints in the journey it is divided 25% to FT and 75% to LT (Adobe Analytics

tool center, 2022).
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Then the opposite is done for the inverse J, meaning that 60% is given to the

first touchpoint, 20% to the last, and the remaining 20% is divided equally into the

points in between (Adobe Analytics tool center, 2022). The same logic is applied with

journeys of 1 or 2 touchpoints, but inverted (Adobe Analytics tool center, 2022).

These sorts of models work well for marketers who want a balance

approached while prioritizing touchpoints considered finders and closers. If the

business prioritizes finders more, then they shall go with the inverse J model and

vice versa (Adobe Analytics tool center, 2022).

2.3.2.2.5. Time decay attribution

When it comes to the time decay attribution model, Google explains that this

method can be useful, but only if the time period observed is limited during the

consideration phase (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022). “This model is

based on the concept of exponential decay and most heavily credits the touchpoints

that occurred nearest to the time of conversion” (Google, default MCF attribution

models, 2022). In this particular case, the short period of time in question mentioned

earlier usually consists of 30 days, this means that the further in the past the

touchpoint is, the less credit it will be allocated (exponential decay) (Google, default

MCF attribution models, 2022). When compared to touchpoints made the day of the

conversion, the ones made 7 days before will receive 1/2 of the merits, then 14

days prior will be allocated 1/4, etc. This method follows the formula “2^(-t/halflife),

where t is the amount of time between a touchpoint and a conversion”. (Adobe

Analytics tool guide, 2022). “The exponential decay continues within your lookback

window (default of 30 days).” (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022). This

method seems to be utilized in specific situations, where a business for example

made some short-lived promotion campaigns (usually around 24-48h), and wants to

attribute more merit to those when compared to touchpoints that happened weeks

ago (Google, default MCF attribution models, 2022). When pinpointing which

channels yield the most credit in this attribution model, the answer lies in the

customer journey. Usually “the Direct and Email channels would receive the most

credit because the customer interacted with them within a few hours of conversion”
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(Google, Attribution modeling example, 2022). This suggests that other channels that

occurred prior to the customer journey like paid social for example would receive

exponentially less credit (Google, Attribution modeling example, 2022).

2.3.2.2.6. Data-driven attribution model

The first hurdle you can encounter with data-driven attribution models is

getting all the data ready for analysis (Shao, 2011). These models emphasize the

importance of conducting data analysis first, before selecting the relevant model for

attribution. Once the analysis is done correctly, then the specific attribution model

can be chosen accordingly (Matoulek, 2018). Leguina et al. (2020) find the

data-driven model to be more accurate than the other models because the initial

data analysis helps vendors identify the value and importance of a specific model.

The data-driven model utilizes “statistical techniques such as predictive

analytics and machine learning” (Swan, 2020). Additionally, the analysis requires

data such as interaction information, user attributes, conversion data, etc (Shao,

2011). Yet, marketers must be aware of the GIGO principle (garbage in, garbage

out), meaning the data must be pristine before even thinking of starting the analysis

stage. But do you even have enough data to use these attribution models? “For the

method used by Google Analytics, 400 conversions with path length higher than 2

interactions and 10 000 paths undertaken in the last 28 days are required”, which is

pretty attainable for big established companies (Matoulek, 2018, p. 21).

From there, specific users across multiple devices need to be identified. For

this step, you can either choose a deterministic model (high accuracy) or a

probabilistic method (Matoulek, 2018). In the deterministic method, cookie IDs are

combined with the login data of the user (which is probably the most important data

when talking about cross-device attribution) to make sure that you don't confuse one

customer journey across multiple devices from multiple individual customer journey

(Matoulek, 2018). In the probabilistic option, the goal is the same, to avoid the

confusion mentioned prior, but marketers try to identify users across multiple devices

with IP addresses, geolocalisation, web user behavior, etc. (Matoulek, 2018). Due to
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the help of machine learning models, they can identify and single out consumers

online with the different types of information mentioned prior, similar to the

deterministic method (Shao, 2011). Although this method is powerful, it will probably

be greatly impacted by the incoming changes concerning third-party data collection

(cookies). It will be interesting to observe how data-driven attribution models will

adapt to the new third-party data norms. Since this method relies so heavily on

cookies to work, other ways of obtaining this third-party data will need to be explored

in order for this attribution method to function properly.

2.3.2.2.6.1. Custom attribution models

Custom attributions are highly-adaptable models that “use statistical methods

such as Markov to quantify the fractional credit per channel and extrapolate and

create rules for how revenues are assigned to specific touchpoints moving forward”

(Swan, 2020). This method is usually a good alternative to all those different models

since it is directly built on your data and is curated according to your needs (Swan,

2020). But this method requires a lot of data collection from multiple different

sources, time, funds, and the knowledge of being an issue with the current models of

attribution in the first place, which isn’t the case for the majority of modern

businesses.

Although this method might not be an option for every business, Google also

offers custom models. While more simplistic and not using AI technologies,

businesses can still create their own models and adjust the lookback window, the

credits attributed by interaction type, and apply custom rules (Google CM360, 2022)

2.3.2.2.6.2. Artificial Intelligence-based models

AI-based models use machine learning and rely on identifiers such as browser

language, operating system, browser types, geolocation, and IP address to connect

the customer (Matoulek, 2018). These models use collaborative filtering involving

customer events such as purchases, item views, or adding to cart (Szabo & Genge,

2020). Furthermore, by using machine learning it is possible to map the path to
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purchase (Priest, 2017). These AI-based models work by considering and examining

complex human behaviors and scrutinizing the effect of numerous touchpoints to

identify influential advertising channels and then distribute the merits of a conversion

accordingly (Priest, 2017).

2.3.3. The attribution problem

In today’s digital world, disaggregated individual-level data is now at the

disposition of marketers (Abhishek et al, 2017). This particular kind of data now

offers “the possibility of determining the effectiveness of an ad on an individual

customer at a specific time” (Abhishek et al, 2017, p. 494). Yet, in his work, Harris

(2018) demonstrates the challenge of attributing conversions to specific customer

touchpoints, which has led to the development of multiple attribution models.

Furthermore, Berman (2015) elaborates on the subject of uncertainties advertisers

face when publishing online advertising campaigns. He explains that by using

multiple different platforms to publish a campaign, the targeted population is

overlapping, which can create inefficiencies, and result in poor performance of that

campaign. This can also create questioning from advertisers about the campaign’s

effectiveness, which may influence them to reduce their allocated digital marketing

budget due to a lack of proof of performance. Berman (2015) also mentioned that the

purpose of attribution is to better assign the marketing budget in order to optimize

allocation with each different publisher. Consequently, researchers came to the

realization that inadequate methods of attribution create flawed results and flawed

analysis, which leads to poor budget distribution (Abhishek et al., 2012).

In essence, the attribution problem comes from “quantifying the influence of

each ad on a consumer’s purchase decision” (Abhishek et al., 2012, p. 1). But the

issue doesn’t stop there, it also “ focuses [...] on accurate and stable interpretation of

the influence of each user interaction to the final user decision rather than just user

classification" (Shao & Li, 2011, p. 1). This issue is in part so difficult to solve due to

a lack of transparency in online advertising causing an asymmetry of information

(Abhishek et al., 2017). Furthermore, the whole ecosystem of online advertising is so

complex and includes so many participants, each with different incentives, that this
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results in a surge of data fragmentation, which then expanded the gap of information

asymmetry (Abhishek et al., 2017). With this lack of transparency that’s here to stay,

marketers need to figure out ways to tackle this issue with different attribution

methods that are more complex. This has opened the door to custom models and

artificial intelligence technologies.

2.3.4. Retargeting with third-party data

Ghose and Todri (2015) describe retargeting to be an online marketing

technique in which advertisers use previous customer actions to target the

customers specifically. Retargeting is a powerful technique that utilizes the data they

have collected from the first visit, called third-party data or cookies (Iftikhar & Khan,

2017).

By utilizing retargeting marketers can then tailor advertisements explicitly to

those interested consumers, this is called personalization (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011).

Also called one-to-one marketing, personalization implies tailoring offers to

customers' preferences, whether it's an ad, a page, a product, or a service, based on

data collected prior about the customer, with cookies. (Bostanshirin, 2014). For

example, if the consumer looked at specific products while on the website, these

product images can be used to create an enticing ad for that particular customer

later (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011). This way, customers receive customized messages

that yield substantial impacts in contrast with common content (Bostanshirin, 2014).

Notebaert and Attuel-Mendès (2014) note that vendors must focus on customer

personalization. Achieving this entails using the customer relationship management

(CRM) approach in which firms use databases to offer tailored services based on

customer needs (Notebaert & Attuel-Mendès, 2014). This tactic builds a particular

one-to-one relationship with the client “by understanding the needs of each individual

and helping satisfy a goal that efficiently and knowledgeably addresses each

individual‘s need in a given context" (Bostanshirin, 2014, p. 788). Overall,

personalization is a significant differentiator when comparing online advertising to

traditional media (Bostanshirin, 2014).
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But if cookies were to be removed from the equation, marketers would be

declined crucial information about the customer’s interest and internet activity that is

necessary for retargeting ads. Sadly advertisers will need to adapt to this new

standard with the death of the cookie era approaching rapidly. There is a gap in the

literature on which next steps businesses will need to take to adapt to this situation

since it is so recent. Multiple paths can lead to retargeting for businesses, but which

one will be the most commonly used to adapt to those changes is still unclear.

Potential options offered today for targeting customers without cookies include

first-party data, APIs and FLoC, PPIDs, and contextual targeting.

2.3.5. Data issues: The death of the cookie era

Cookies in this case are not the ones you eat, they “are small text files stored

in a web browser on the user's device” collected by organizations (Matoulek, 2018,

p. 6). The content of those cookies is then sent to the servers for later analysis

(Matoulek, 2018). Those cookies are digital footprints and are invaluable to predict

the needs of consumers to then retarget them later in the journey with personalized

ads (Cinar & Ateş, 2022). The definition of third-party data consists of all “information

collected by an organization that does not have a direct relationship with the data

subject” (Cinar & Ateş, 2022, p. 10).

Even though advertisers can track customers to better understand the

effectiveness of their online advertising, modern browsers allow users to delete

cookies (Kannan et al., 2016). Therefore, cookie deletion poses challenges in

differentiating new customers from past ones (Kannan et al., 2016). When customers

delete cookies, they make it challenging for advertisers to register specific

touchpoints in the customer journey (Kannan et al., 2016). Additional factors such as

the feature of blocking advertisements or preventing tracking by other websites

influence accurate attribution (Kannan et al., 2016). Cookies are relevant because

browsers today offer unique identities to users based on their cookies, which they

pair with the user login details to offer valuable information regarding cross-device
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attribution (Matoulek, 2018). Thus, cookie deletion affects attribution accuracy

significantly through traffic over-reporting (Lee, 2010).

Nevertheless, the issue with cookies is not limited to user deletion, in fact,

their inevitable demise is approaching in the near future (Bergen, 2021). Significant

changes are anticipated concerning the way firms use cookies and data-tracking

tools. Efforts by major search engines are made in order to phase out third-party

cookies to address consumer privacy concerns and comply with regulations (Bergen,

2021). Due to breaches and continuous misuse of those data, countries around the

world are tightening the screws and establishing data protection legislation (Cinar &

Ateş, 2022). The reality is that invasive “personal data collection leads to privacy

violations” (Cinar & Ateş, 2022, p. 1). The phasing out of cookies will make it more

challenging for vendors to track data accurately, which will necessitate additional

advertising expenditure and investments in other channels to counterbalance these

changes. Google has announced its intention to gradually withdraw completely

cookies on Chrome by 2023 (Cinar & Ateş, 2022). Furthermore, Apple has already

put in place its Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP for shorts) on its browser Safari

(Cinar & Ateş, 2022). This ITP blocks “third-party cookies by default” and requires

users' consent to track them along their journeys (Cinar & Ateş, 2022). Regardless,

in 2021, reports coming from IAB’s state of Data reveal that investments in

third-party data grow continuously (Cinar & Ateş, 2022). This is due to

incomprehension from businesses of the inevitable death of the cookie era (Cinar &

Ateş, 2022).

This will be a massive change that will require a period of adaptation for most

businesses. Without the use of cookies, businesses will need to find new ways to

track accurately their customers along their journeys. This simple change in data

tracking will ripple across the entire industry. Different alternatives will need to be

implemented and tested to observe which method is superior to the other ones. To

avoid being “left behind”, the key is to adapt quickly. Businesses need to implement

different tactics as soon as possible to seamlessly keep obtaining those precious

pieces of information about their customers. In fact, there will be a pivot when it

comes to the importance of first-party data. Since no changes are foreseen in the

future about this data collection method, first-party data will become crucial to
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businesses. Thus businesses will need to improve their first-party data collection as

well as implement new methods such as the ones mentioned below to fill the gap of

knowledge that will be created by the death of cookies.

2.3.5.1. Different alternatives to third-party data targeting
(cookies) in the future

The death of cookies will have a massive impact on the online marketing

industry. Fierce competition arises between AdTech companies to find what will

replace third-party data when it comes to accurate targeting (Cinar & Ateş, 2022).

Multiple alternative options are available to track the user, but it is too early to know

which one will prevail (Cinar & Ateş, 2022). What is certain is that businesses will

need to adapt rapidly to this change, and different alternatives of third-party data

collection will need to be tested and implemented in order to receive similar data

about the customer as before.

2.3.5.1.1. First-party data

In the new coming age, first-party data probably will be prioritized instead,

since they are considered by leading AdTech companies to be more transparent

(Cinar & Ateş, 2022). Gathering this data effectively will thus become a priority for

businesses (Rycroft, 2022). But this raises other issues, the collection of those data

will grow exponentially and so will their responsibility to protect them (Cinar & Ateş,

2022). Transparent programs will need to be put in place to establish a trusting

relationship with the consumer (Cinar & Ateş, 2022). Furthermore, Google mentions

how vital these relationships will become over time and says that they will continue

to support first-party data collection on their platforms (Google, 2021). Although

first-party data is a great alternative, it might not be sufficient to paint the “whole

picture”. Additionally, this collected data will need to be protected by individual

businesses, which will entail additional costs.
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2.3.5.1.2. APIs & FLoC

Google declared its plan to introduce APIs that preserve privacy while

enabling advertisers to track data (Bergen, 2021). These privacy-preserving APIs will

“prevent individual tracking while still delivering results for advertisers and

publishers” (Google, 2021). APIs or Application Programming Interfaces “are

mechanisms that enable two software components to communicate with each other

using a set of definitions and protocols” (Amazon web services, 2022). Google then

followed by mentioning that they don’t believe people should need to accept being

followed across the internet to enjoy relevant ads and that marketers shouldn’t have

to track those consumers to reap the benefits of digital advertising (Google, 2021).

They spoke about “advances in aggregation, anonymization, on-device processing,

and other privacy-preserving technologies offer a clear path to replacing individual

identifiers” (Google, 2021).

They also mention in their blog post that their “latest test of FLoC shows one

way to effectively take third-party cookies out of the advertising equation and instead

hide individuals within large crowds of people with common interests” (Google, 2021,

para. 1). FLoC or Federated Learning of Cohorts is an API made for Chrome that will

“provides a privacy-preserving mechanism for interest-based ad selection” (Dutton,

2022, p. 1). Its algorithm will periodically figure out different “interest cohorts'' based

on search histories. Marketers will then have the option to add code on their

respective websites to help the data-collecting process for Adtech companies

(Dutton, 2022). FloC could also be used with machine learning to predict conversion

rates based on specific cohorts.

A concrete example of how FloC works can be established in 6 steps. First,

the FloC creates a model with multiple thousands of cohorts (Dutton, 2022). Then it

will calculate which browsing history fits best with which cohorts (Dutton, 2022).

Afterward, the advertiser will be able to observe cohort activity on their websites and

share this data with Adtech platforms, the ad publisher platforms will do the same

(Dutton, 2022). Once the Adtech company receives the cohort data, it will “select

ads appropriate for the user’s cohort” (Dutton, 2022, p. 20). Finally, the publisher will

showcase the relevant ads to the users (Dutton, 2022). Google will make these tools
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accessible to the public for testing in the coming months (Google, 2021). This would

be a solution for them, not having to compromise advertising and monetization while

giving a safe experience for Chrome users (Google, 2021).

2.3.5.1.3. Google's Publisher-Provided Identifiers (PPIDs)

PPIDs are identifiers given to customers by ad publishing companies that are

then associated with their logged-in information (Google Ad Manager, 2021). The

issue is that it can’t be linked unless the user signs in (Rycroft, 2022). At last, Google

gave an option for publishers to pass those PPIDs to partners (Google Ad Manager,

2021). This option will allow advertisers to give personalized ads through custom

audience segments made by the publishers themselves (Rycroft, 2022). This option

seems promising since customers are classified constantly into custom audiences

with different interests, which is crucial for retargeting, but this method appears to

require some work upfront to obtain “similar” results as cookies. Thus businesses will

need to take this into consideration and put additional effort, time, and money into

this method of data collection.

2.3.5.1.4. Contextual targeting

This method refers to utilizing web page content analysis to search for specific

keywords and sentences (Rycroft, 2022). Contextual targeting does not utilize

personal data but could take advantage of data such as the time of browsing or the

device used through the publisher (Andrews, 2016). Furthermore, marketers could

analyze what the visited website is about, for example, finance, and then machine

learning could be used to forecast which pages are a better fit for targeting and at

what specific time (Rycroft, 2022). This method could potentially pinpoint customers'

interests but is limited in its targeting options (Andrews, 2016).
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2.4. Literature review summary

To recap the second chapter of this thesis, what was learned during this

research about the customer journey is that it is challenging to track accurately. From

the pre-purchase phase to the post-purchase, the customers don’t take linear

approaches to reach the conversion. Omnichannel journeys better reflect this

situation by considering multiple different channels simultaneously such as display

ads, paid search, natural search, affiliate marketing, etc. Additionally, it was

established that offline touchpoints create gaps in the tracking of the journey, and

actions to convert those interactions into online data points (such as email

confirmation after phone calls for example) should be utilized to paint a more

accurate and complete picture of the journey. The inner workings, strengths, and

weaknesses of every channel were observed and their simultaneous usages of them

proved efficient with the usage of the spillover effect. Also, it was established that

journeys with multiple touchpoints depict interest from the consumer. Furthermore,

other factors such as the frequency of ads were mentioned in relation to the

carry-over effect.

Moreover, modeling of the customer journey was observed through different

models to better understand each mental stage a customer goes through during their

journeys. All the models had different compositions and stages, but they all agreed

that the consumer goes through awareness phases, consideration phases, and

action phases. It was also concluded that different channels affect the consumer

differently depending on which phase he currently is in his journey.

Furthermore, multiple attribution models were dissected and the overall

conclusion was that multi-touch attribution is considered more accurate since it

accounts for various touchpoints. The attribution problem was explained and

essentially boils down to transparency and the difficulty of attributing accurate

weights to each ad on the consumer's final decisions. It was concluded that

inadequate methods of attribution create flawed results and analysis which lead to

poor budget distribution. In addition, the benefits of retargeting and personalization

were shown, such as how they create a tailored experience for customers that leads
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to higher conversion rates. But the subsequent section mentioned incoming data

issues due to the death of cookies that will change how targeting and retargeting are

done in the future. Finally, alternative techniques such as first-party data or APIs

were explored to prepare businesses in anticipation of the inevitable shift in

third-party data.

Chapter 3: Methodology

3.1. Context

Due to the constant evolution of E-commerce, businesses now more than

ever are eager to know how to maximize their marketing spending. For those

companies, it is paramount to understand how your marketing investments work and

which ones yield greater results. Every dollar needs to be maximized to its fullest

potential. Thus, this study aims to add understanding to the subject, by comparing

channels, touchpoints, and understanding the Omnichannel customer journey to a

deeper level when it comes to the financial industry.

The following sections will try to address some of the limitations mentioned

earlier in the literature review about the value of individual touchpoints. Although the

task of finding the exact weight of every individual touchpoint in a journey is almost

impossible with current methods, a different approach will be utilized to help fill this

gap in knowledge. This approach will focus on the sequence of the different

touchpoints in the journey. It was established earlier that different channels have

different impacts depending on when and where in the journey the customer

currently is. Multiple different sequences will be compared to try and find some

optimal combinations, where channels can maximize their leverage as well as their

impact on the customer's decision to convert.
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After extended discussions with the financial institution explaining the purpose

of this research and its benefits, they accepted the collaboration. A company

computer was granted for the study, as well as the logins necessary to access all the

data collection platforms needed for the analysis.

The financial institution in question is a bank, so it was mutually agreed upon

that credit cards should be the product to focus on during the research and that the

application form filled out would be the principal conversion metric to analyze. The

main objective was to find data that was directly related to the conversion of credit

cards. But this institution offers so many different credit cards implying a multitude of

different forms that this needed to be limited as well. It was decided that the

analysis's primary focus would be, but not limited to, forms called CCIA (Credit Card

Instant Approval). Since credit cards need to be approved by verifying the

customer’s credit history, this form gets approved by a system instead of a human

and is easier to track in the journey since the approval is instant. Lower than the

financial industry average CR should be expected since this isn’t an ordinary product

and has some barriers to entry.

However, due to their massive dataset, the time frame couldn’t exceed a

couple of months since most platforms' have entry limits. A frame of 6 months was

decided on, from November 1st, 2021 to April 30th, 2022. This thesis started in 2021,

so at the time of the analysis, it was the most recent 6-month time frame that data

was collected efficiently, subsequent to some new methods implemented by the

financial institution considered more accurate.

3.2. Type of data

The type of data, in this case, was secondary data. Once access to their

dataset was granted, the next step was figuring out where everything was located.

Sifting through the different platforms to find the correct data was crucial for the

analysis.
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3.2.1. Data sources

Due to limitations from aggregating platforms, an estimate of the number of

data entries needed to be fixed. In this case, due to the abundance of data offered

by the institution, a number of around half a million data entries was set.

3.2.1.1 Beezwax

Beezwax is a platform that offers custom software for multiple purposes to

businesses. The financial institution primarily utilized it for tracking campaigns

accurately. Thus the data extracted from this platform was the campaigns about

credit cards. What were the types of campaigns, their reach, the audience targeted,

and their invested budget was observed, but for obvious reasons, the budget could

not be shown in this thesis (Appendix 3a).

3.2.1.2. Facebook Ads

Obviously, the Facebook Ads platform was used to gather information about

the paid social channel, more specifically which kind of social campaign and what

was the targeted audience. Their ideal target audience includes; people with a

university education, between the age of 21-49, living in Quebec, Toronto, or

Vancouver. Additionally, their interests should ideally be focused on family activities,

having a pet, practicing or showing interest in team sports, displaying interest in

finance or the housing market, etc. All these interests and socio-demographic criteria

are currently available options for targeted advertisements through social media

platforms. Only advertisements concerning credit cards were taken into account.

3.2.1.3. Google Ads

Ads done through Google displayed important information about the keywords

used and helped paint a cohesive picture of the search channel. A lot of information
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was found on search ads campaigns. but only the campaigns regarding credit cards

were extracted and considered. This platform also helped paint a clear picture of

their targeted audience. Additionally, the best keywords could be ranked and their

CPC and CPM could be observed.

Google also has a section called campaign manager 360. This tool was used

to differentiate the goals of each credit card campaign, most of them being

consideration campaigns.

3.2.1.4. Adobe Analytics

This platform was the one primarily used by the bank for data collecting, thus

it gave a lot of different types of information. Adobe Analytics also allows the creation

of tables, graphs, and flow charts, which are useful visualization tools. But the data

that was extracted was principally anything that had to do with conversion rates.

Being so flexible, this platform permitted the extraction of data such as; the different

types of channels, different device types, geolocalisation, language spoken, time

zones, time spent on the platform, page visits, campaign types, audience, first visits,

etc. This was the platform that allowed the most data extraction and a great level of

precision for manipulation. Yet the dataset in there wasn’t always perfectly

categorized and needed to be cleaned.

3.3. Data extraction, cleaning, and aggregation

Data extraction consisted of taking the data from the previously mentioned

platforms and transferring them either to Adobe Analytics or Power BI. Then the next

step consisted of ensuring that the data taken from those different platforms could

effectively be aggregated since some datasets offered “crooked” or insufficiently

accurate data. In fact, lots of data entries coming from Adobe Analytics were

classified as “unspecified or unavailable”. This was problematic since in some cases,

the unspecified data was the most significant entry. Thus cleaning and specifications
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were in order, other alternative metrics or segments were selected to fill those gaps

and in some cases, the “unspecified” entry needed to be ignored.

3.4. Final dataset

Finally, the data needed to be aggregated all in one place, in Power BI and

Adobe Analytics. This process took several months of data gathering and back and

forth with the financial institution to make sure they could maintain their anonymity. In

the end, multiple charts were created on both platforms.

On Adobe, these tables ranged from; devices type, to the language spoken,

worldwide localization, to differentiating old clients from new ones, etc. Furthermore,

graphs and flowcharts were generated here to give a more visual picture of the

customer journey and what it entails.

Power BI is a platform that allows massive datasets to be analyzed. Thus an

entry of over 500 000 lines was created from every stack channel in the customer

journey. This gave an incredible overview of each individual customer journey.

Additionally, the journey could be classified by the order of channels visited or by

conversion rates.

3.5. Data Analysis

Finally the analysis could be started. The crossover and spillover effects could

be seen and dissected and will be analyzed separately. This analysis aims to

observe different customer journeys with different combinations of channels and

touchpoints and try to look at what affects each channel and compare different

conversion rates. In this section, we are only looking at the completed forms as a

conversion rate. This dataset includes a total of 518,764 individual visits from

customers shopping for a credit card. It is important to note that different touchpoints

don’t mean different channels, it is possible to have a multitude of touchpoints in the
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same channel (Anderl et al., 2015). The analysis of this section will be limited to data

entries with a minimum of 50 visitors, data entries with less than 50 visitors will be

left out. Some exceptions of unique and interesting results were still observed

around 30 visitors when necessary. This was done to potentially recommend the

institution of pushing those combinations further when great results were seen.

The second and last part of this analysis will consider data taken from the

platform Adobe Analytics. This financial institution uses this platform to aggregate a

multitude of other data coming from different platforms to have a more easy

visualization of the results. In this section, it was possible to discern how many

consumers coming from each individual channel were either loyal or new. Also, the

type of devices, the pages viewed, the number of paged views, the average time

spent on a page, and many more analyses were inspected. In this program, it was

also possible to compare different attribution models and compare their results.

Knowing that this specific bank used the attribution method “last click”, comparisons

were useful to help determine if another method could yield more accurate results.

This level of flexibility could only be possible on Adobe Analytics, compared to Power

BI which can analyze more entries but offers less flexibility.
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Chapter 4: Analysis section

4.1. Analysis from Power BI

When combining every single stack channel (from single ones to combined

ones), an overall conversion rate of 3.53% was obtained, meaning a total of 18,313

forms were completed across all channels. The conversion rate in this analysis is

credit card application forms completed divided by the number of visitors. Moreover,

by separating the entries into their respective individual channels, it will be possible

to observe and analyze which ones contributed more to the overall conversion.

Furthermore, the carry-over and spillover effects will be evaluated separately to see

which specific channels react more to each effect. This will give intel on which

combinations are considered optimal for conversion. Additionally, each section will

focus primarily (but not exclusively) on journeys starting with the channel analyzed.

Moreover, the channels will be analyzed in ascending order of the number of visitors,

the following graph gives an overview of every channel in that order. The

visualizations such as graphs were generated in Excel for convenience.

1. Every individual channel ranked by the number of visitors
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4.1.1. Natural Search (NS)

As seen in the previous graph, the first stack channel is “natural search” (NS)

with 152 707 visitors, a conversion rate (CR) of 1,95%, and thus 2976 credit card

application forms completed. Natural search is at the top of the charts (when

comparing channels with a single touchpoint) which is usual since this institute has

been established for a while and thus has acquired great notoriety over the years.

When comparing the CR of natural search with the average CR of 3.53%, it is 1,58%

under.

Furthermore, having a high number of natural search visitors is great, this

implies that the business has great notoriety and that consumers are usually aware

of its existence. This means that the financial institution receives a great number of

visits daily at a “low cost”. Nevertheless, when it comes to the natural search

channel, what also needs to be taken into consideration is that part of that traffic is

actually clients looking for additional information about their existing

purchases/accounts. By looking at the second analysis section done further in this

thesis on Adobe Analytics, around 30,12% of customers coming through this channel

are loyal customers. Loyal customers mean that they are already clients of this

institution and thus probably less interested in conversion.

4.1.1.1. The Carry-over Effect

Starting with its definition, the carryover effect occurs when a customer visits

the site again using the same channel (Anderl et al., 2015). In the following

carry-over effect sections, when describing a channel that is combined with itself, it

will be noted as “X > *y”, X being the channel and y the number of touchpoints in that

channel. Thus “NS > *3” signifies that the journey was composed of the natural

channel three times in a row. The same nomenclature will be used for the carry-over

effect of other channels with their respective abbreviations.
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2. How Natural Search’s conversion rate is affected by the Carry-over effect

This graph shows the conversion rate by stack channel of natural search.

When observing this effect, natural search combined with itself once yields 3,14%,

almost more than double the conversion rate than by itself. The carry-over effect

shows a progressive growth over subsequent journeys until “NS > *6”. At the 6th

point, there seems to be an exception, a CR of 5.28% was observed which is 1,76%

less than what was obtained at the 5th touchpoint (CR of 7,04%). Yet when looking

at “NS > *7” as well as “NS > *8” even greater CRs are obtained with 8,53% and

8,70% over 211 and 138 visitors respectively.

When comparing all journeys composed of only the NS channel, from 1-10

touchpoints, the first “tipping” point is at the 6th point. But real diminishing returns are

observed between the 7-8th touchpoints with an increase of only 0,17%. The

diminishing returns continue to appear from 9-10 with a drop of -4,26%. This is the

first example of this effect’s limit; there is a threshold where substantial diminishing

returns can be observed, it appears that this happens in natural search starting

approximately at the 6th touchpoint, whereas the real tipping point happens at the

9th in this channel. Once the journey reached 9 touchpoints in the same natural

search channel, the CR is 4,44%, which is less than the 3 touchpoints mark. Overall,
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the average CR across all-natural search carryover journeys (with over 50 visitors on

this average) is 5,44% which shows that this effect works well in this channel.

4.1.1.2. The Spillover Effect

When looking at the spillover effect, meaning when a user visits the website

again but through a different channel (Anderl et al., 2015), we can see that natural

search is a great enabler.

3. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Natural Search (with 2

touchpoints)

With only one additional touch point, the average conversion rate jumps to

9,68%. When observing commonly combined channels, “NS > PS” or the opposite

“PS > NS”, CRs of 4,64% and 5,38% a great jump is noticeable, when considering

that by itself NS had 1,95% CR. The most impressive combination in the spillover

effect for two touchpoints remains “NS > Af” with an astounding 28,11% CR over 370

visitors.

4. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Natural Search (with 3

touchpoints)
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More proof of the power of the spillover effect is depicted, for example when

analyzing the different combinations of journeys starting NS and PS with 3

touchpoints, CRs range from 4,95%-10,58%. Overall, journeys with 3 touchpoints

starting with NS have a CR of 16,48%. The highest result implies Affiliate marketing

again with the journey “NS > Af > PS” yielding a CR of 54,05%. Though the number

of visitors is low in this journey, a total of 37, it would be interesting to see this

journey on a larger scale.

5. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Natural Search (with 4

touchpoints)

The efficiency of the spillover effect continues when digging deeper into

customer journeys of 4 touchpoints. In every case, channels other than NS or PS are

rare. When comparing the different orders of touchpoints in those journeys, the order

with the highest CR of 16,54% was “NS>NS>PS>PS”. This showcases that the order
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matters since varying levels of success were obtained when the different sequences

were observed varying from 7,27% to 16,54%.

6. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Natural Search (with 5 and more

touchpoints)

Finally, the data get limited at this point, only combinations of NS and PS can

be observed from journeys of 5 and 6 touchpoints. Yet by paying attention to different

sequences, CRs vary from [6,25% -14,67%] for 5 points and [10,53%-12,12%] for 6

points. The sequences with the highest CR are “NS > NS > NS > PS > NS” and “NS

> *4 > PS > NS”.

In short, the results found in NS are that the carry-over effect yields great

results in this channel and that the tipping point of diminishing returns happens very

late in the journey (at the 9th touchpoint). Additionally, the spillover effect showed

that the NS channel is a great enabler and depicts great results of CR when

combined with other channels, especially with Af.

4.1.2. Display advertising (Ds)

When comparing each channel by their number of visitors, the second place

was attributed to display advertising. As mentioned prior, this channel’s

advertisement can greatly vary in format, from banners, images, videos, and more

(Indeed, 2021). With 88 051 visitors in 6 months, only 302 forms were completed in
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that period, meaning a CR of 0,34%. In the case of display advertising, it is expected

to have low conversion rates, since its purpose is to create awareness. Starting by

limiting the campaigns to the ones on the subject of credit cards, it was observed

that all their campaigns from that platform are in the form of banners.

4.1.2.1. The Carry-over Effect

7. How Display’s conversion rate is affected by the Carry-over effect

This analysis showed that the carryover effect in this channel isn’t as efficient,

it rapidly showed diminishing returns with each additional touchpoint. When

observing the difference in CR from “Ds >” to “Ds > *2”, a small increase of 0,56%

was noted. The same scenario happened from 2 touchpoints to 3 with an increase of

0,27%. But the initial tipping point was rapidly obtained at the 4th touchpoint with a

decrease of -0,79%. From there at the 5th and 6th touchpoints, CRs are

considerably low considering that the customer has been targeted up to 6 times! In

this case, the diminishing returns of this effect appear at the 4th touchpoint in the

display channel. The conversion rate dropped significantly and after the 4th point,

even though it slowly climbs back up, even at the 8th touchpoint its CR is 1% which

is less than it was at the third point. Although this effect does work on this channel, it
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doesn’t yield great effects. This ties in with the phenomenon called banner blindness,

meaning over time consumers have learned to ignore those ads which renders the

banner ads almost futile (Hollis, 2005). In fact, if you bombard the customer with

similar ads the wear-out effect can emerge implying a negative effect on the

customer’s perspective.

4.1.2.2. The Spillover Effect

8. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Display (with 2 touchpoints)

As seen in the data, when consumers start their journey with display ads, they

can come back through multiple different channels. Sadly in the data set, no

journeys starting with display advertising over 30 visitors made it to 3 touchpoints.

Thus by focusing on journeys with 2 touchpoints in this section, it is observable that

the display channel is clearly a great enabler. When combined with any channel

other than itself, CRs go from [2%-20%] over the average with just 2 touchpoints.

Again, the strength of affiliate marketing is displayed in combination with display with

the highest CR of 23,53%. As mentioned prior, the consumers targeted with display

ads at the beginning of its journey will be more inclined to inform themselves about

the business later. This was shown by the combination “Ds > NS” having the highest

number of visitors from all the 2 points combinations.

In short, the results found in display advertising is that this channel doesn’t

yield great CRs since its main purpose is awareness. Additionally, the carry-over

effect works with this form of advertising and shows diminishing returns at the 4th

point, but the effect is still limited by the poor CR and doesn’t increase the rate

considerably. However, the spillover effect showed better results on this channel and
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confirms that display advertising is a great enabler when it is at the beginning of the

customer journey. Great combinations include “Ds > PS” and “Ds > Af”.

4.1.3. Paid Search (PS)

Third, by ascending order of visits, we have “paid search”. With 82 319

visitors and a 4,37% conversion rate. Over the 6 months period, 3600 credit card

forms were completed. It is clear that this method yields great results since it is

almost 1% over the average conversion rate of 3,53% with only a single touchpoint.

It needs to be noted that further in this analysis, it was found that the amount of new

customers in this channel is around 70,68%, meaning that 29,32% are already

customers of this institution.

By looking through their Google Ads platform, it is possible to see which

generic keywords and branded keywords were used. Then in Adobe Analytics, it was

possible to observe which ones yielded the greatest amount of interaction and

conversion. For the branded keywords, variations of their name and acronyms are in

first positions, 1-8th (which can’t be shown for anonymity). But further down the list,

generic keywords, like “direct brokerage”, “Canada immigration”, “mortgage

calculator”, “retirement advisor”, “how to invest your money”, “travel insurance” and

“mortgage rate” are yielding a great number of clicks in the hundreds of thousands.

4.1.3.1. The Carry-over Effect

9. How Paid Search’s conversion rate is affected by the Carry-over effect
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When combined with itself, the conversion rate almost doubles from the first to

the second point, and again from the second to the third. Little difference is noticed

from the conversion rates perspective from the 3rd to the 4th touchpoint. However, a

significant increase of 7,44% happens from the 4th to the 5th point. The journey of

“PS > *5” seems to be the peak of the carry-over effect with a CR of 22,11%. It can

be assumed that the customer keeps entering similar queries into the search engine

until they’re “educated enough” on the subject to decide if the product/ service is a fit

for them. Yet the tipping point of diminishing returns is directly observed at the 6th

point with a decrease of -2,81% in CR. Overall, the average CR across all paid

search carryover journeys is 13,83%. This shows that this channel reacts well to this

effect and also demonstrates the opportunity for retargeting.

4.1.3.2. The Spillover Effect

10.The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Paid Search (with 2 touchpoints)
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When combined with additional different channels, the strength of the paid

search channel can be observed. This channel interacts well with others and yields

high CRs no matter the combination. Its lowest comes from the journey “PS > NS”

with 5,38% CR over 8145 visitors and its highest reaches 24,03% when combined

with Affiliate marketing.

11. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Paid Search (with 3 touchpoints)

When moving to the 3 touchpoints journeys starting with paid search, multiple

great combinations appear. Combined only with natural search, the rates vary from

5,59% to 9,36%, with the greatest sequence, in this case, being “PS > NS > PS”.

Then when 3 different channels are in a single journey, rates vary immensely.

Starting from the bottom in order of conversion rates, the sequence “PS > OS > NS”

had the worst CR of all these 3 touchpoint journeys with 5,56%. Then it gets

interesting when comparing the sequence “PS > Af > NS” and “PS > NS > Af”

composed of the exact same channels but in a different order had a difference in CR

of 38,58%. This is another concrete example of how much the order of the

touchpoints matters. It appears that journeys ending with affiliate marketing yield

amazing CRs. This statement will be further emphasized during this analysis by

showcasing other examples.

12.The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Paid Search (with 4 or more

touchpoints)
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Journeys with 4 to 5 points starting with PS only included the NS channel.

This is a bit of a shame since having more examples of different journeys would

have been great to have in this dataset, but it gives the opportunity to focus on

different combinations. When looking at the difference sequences starting with PS, a

general thing to note is that journeys ending with NS usually tend to give lower CRs

than the ones ending with PS. This is not always the case, but by calculating the

average conversion rate in this table of the ones ending with NS, a CR of 9,41%

compared to 10,30% ending with PS. This is only the case for journeys starting with

paid search. But the same argument can be made when looking at every journey

having 2-5 touchpoints. In every case, when the last touchpoint was NS, CRs were

lower than journeys ending with PS. And when comparing their overall CRs from all

journeys ending with NS, a CR of 9,88% was obtained compared to journeys ending

in PS, with 14,27%. Arguments could be made that NS converts less overall than

PS, but these results came from all kinds of different journeys with all kinds of

combinations of channels in different orders. Either way, the best sequences for 4

touchpoints and 5 are “PS > NS > NS > PS” and “PS > NS > PS > PS > PS”.

In short, the results found in paid search were that this channel is very

powerful for conversion. In fact, it showed amazing results when combined with the

carry-over effect by more than quadrupling its CR by the 5th touchpoint. From there

diminishing results were observed. Additionally, this channel also works very well

with the spillover effect, especially in combination with affiliate marketing. PS had a

great range of sequences to analyze and demonstrate that the order of touchpoints
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matters greatly with wide CR ranges from [5,15% - 13,33%] with the same channels

but in different orders. Overall, though this channel is expensive, it remains one of

the strongest for conversions of credit cards.

4.1.4. Direct (Dr)

In this channel conversion rates aren’t necessarily high since it is highly likely

that this visitor is already a client. Further down in the adobe analysis section, it was

established that 33,75% of visitors are already clients. But if the touchpoint made

wasn’t the first one, it could mean that this is not a recurring client that just decided

to “take a shortcut”. Nevertheless, this situation doesn’t exclude the possibility of

conversion, since conversions were clearly observed in this channel.

4.1.4.1. The Carry-over Effect

13. How Direct’s conversion rate is affected by the Carry-over effect

In the direct channel, the CR doubles from the 1st touchpoint to the 2nd, then

diminishing returns can be observed at the 3rd and 4th touchpoints. But when

observing the 5th and 6th points the CR drastically increases with 6,86% and 9,76%
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conversion rates respectively. But the real tipping point appeared at the 7th

touchpoint, where the CR -7,87%. Overall, the average CR across all direct search

carryover journeys is 4,62%. Which displays that the carry-over effect has potential

in this channel.

4.1.4.2. The Spillover Effect

14.The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Direct (with 2 touchpoints)

When looking at the spillover effect, when direct was combined with a different

channel, for instance, natural or paid search, its conversion rate was greatly superior.

The scenario is different when the direct channel is in second place in the journey for

example “NS > Dr” (4,88% over 697 visitors) or with “PS > Dr” (15,11% over 225

visitors). In this case, these customers might not be recurring ones, for example, a

person clicks on a listing coming from either a natural or a paid search, then

afterward comes back directly and converts. Nonetheless, the highest 2 touchpoint

combination was “Dr > Af” with a CR of 50%. This sequence shows yet again the

power of the affiliate marketing channel.

In short, the results found in the Dr channel were that the carry-over effect is

efficient, showing great CRs in this channel up to the 6th touchpoint. Additionally, this

channel also reacts well to the spillover effect and does incredibly well in

combination with the Af channel.
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4.1.5. Paid Social (PSo)

In this data set, we can see paid social at the 5th position in terms of visits with

21 165 visitors, but with a 0,71% conversion rate. It is important to note that different

social media campaigns are created for different purposes. In the dataset found of

Facebook ads, almost every campaign was classified as consideration campaigns,

which are not used for conversion. In the case of this financial institution, creating

awareness is a crucial part of advertising credit cards. They need to explain to the

customer why their credit cards are better a fit for their specific needs than the ones

offered by their competitors. This implies a lot of education.

By digging into their different social media advertising platforms, it was

observed that this particular financial institution, purely invests in this channel

through Facebook, and no investment is placed on other platforms like Twitter,

Tiktok, or even Instagram. This is not an optimal social media advertising strategy,

since demographics differ from each platform.

4.1.5.1. The Carry-over Effect
15. How Paid Social’s conversion rate is affected by the Carry-over effect
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When observing the carry-over effect, the conversion rate almost doubles

from 1 to 2 touchpoints, rising from 0,71% to 1,26%. The conversion rate keeps

rising at the 3rd touchpoint with 1,93% over 259 visitors, but the tipping point of this

effect seems to be at the 4th point. As the graph depicts, the CR dropped -0,52%,

this drop might not seem big, but considering that CR for a single touchpoint was

0,71%, it remains substantial. The carry-over effect doesn’t appear to be very

powerful in this channel since the incremental increases were relatively small and

the tipping point appeared early in the journey. Overall, the average CR across all

paid social carryover journeys is 1.33%.

4.1.5.2. The Spillover Effect

Few data entries containing paid social media as the first touchpoint were

included in the dataset. Thus it isn’t really possible to evaluate the potential of this

effect in this channel. One touchpoint of a journey starting with PSo was recorded

and it was “PSo > PS” which yielded an amazing CR of 30,88% over 68 visitors.

Another combination observed was “PS > PSo” with a CR of 18,18% over 66 visitors.

Not much can be deduced from this section of the paid social channel analysis

concerning this particular effect, but it seems that the sequence “PSo > PS” yields

greater conversion rates.

In short, the results found in PSo were that the carry-over effect barely had

any influence on this channel. Additionally, due to a lack of data about this channel,

no conclusion could be drawn from the spillover effect. However, it was observed

that the financial institution only advertises on Facebook ads when it comes to social

media advertising, but it was established earlier that they aim to target an audience

ranging from [21-49] years old. This is slightly problematic since the average age

range of users on Facebook is [25-34] (Bernhart, 2022), thus it would have been

interesting to see data coming from different platforms to compare CRs.
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4.1.6. Affiliate marketing (Af)

From what was observed from the dataset, the financial institution utilized the

following aggregators for their affiliate marketing; Borrowell, Milesopedia, Ratehub,

Weymedia, Fintel Connect, and Hardbacon. Additionally, the platforms such as

Moving2Canada, MoneySense, and Immigrer.com are also affiliated partners.

Overall, in Power BI, affiliate marketing was at the 6th position with 20 735 visitors

with an outstanding base conversion rate of 7,75%, meaning 1 607 forms completed.

The results of this channel are impressive since from one single touchpoint, it has

more than double the average conversion rate of 3,53%. This reflects arguments

made prior that people are more inclined to trust a business's product/service when

the recommendation comes from someone else.

4.1.6.1. The Carry-over Effect
16. How Affiliate’s conversion rate is affected by the Carry-over effect

We can definitely see the power of affiliate marketing when it comes to

conversion in the database of this financial institute. By comparing the conversion

rate of this single touchpoint channel, to other single touchpoint channels, Af is in

first place with a 7,75% CR compared to PS with 4,37% in second place. Then when

this channel is combined a second time with itself, it yields a CR of 16,88% over 1

528 visitors. This can be depicted as either the same source speaking of the

business’ products on two different occasions or two different sources speaking of
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the same product. From 2 to 3 touchpoints CR reaches 29,32% over 307 visitors.

But diminishing returns were starting to be noticeable at the 4th point. When

comparing it to the 3rd point, the 4th gave a CR of 25,53%, which is still a great rate,

but -3,79% less than the previous point. Overall, even though diminishing returns

were observed relatively quickly, the average CR across all affiliate carryover

journeys is 19,87%, which still shows that this effect works well on this channel.

4.1.6.2. The Spillover Effect

17. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Affiliate (with 2 or 3 touchpoints)

Additional proof of the power of affiliate marketing can be observed in the

financial institution’s database when looking at the spillover effect. When looking at

the table above, combinations of 2 touchpoints starting with Af have CR varying from

22,92% all the way to 68,64%. The highest conversion rate observed in all the

datasets was found with the combination of “Af > OS” with a CR of 68,64% over 169

visitors. Moreover, when looking at 3 touchpoints journeys, the sequence “Af > NS >

Af” gave the best results with a CR of 43,24%.

Regardless, when combined with an affiliate channel, pretty much any

channel yields great CR results. The average CR of all journeys starting with affiliate

marketing is 33,78%. This can be compared with journeys that include the Af

channel as a touchpoint with an average CR of 38,90%. When combining both,

meaning calculating the average of every journey that includes the Af channel, a CR
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of 36,07% is obtained, meaning that over a third of every customer that passes

through this channel during their journeys end up converting.

In short, the results found in affiliate marketing were positively surprising and

showed the real power of this channel. For the carry-over effect, although

diminishing returns were observed relatively quickly, amazing results were obtained

with each additional touchpoint doubling the CRs up to the 4th point. However, the

real surprise was when affiliate marketing was used with the spillover effect. In fact,

this channel had the best conversion rates and showed amazing results when

combined with any of them. This channel was only composed of aggregator

websites, but it would be interesting to compare these results to influencer

marketing. Overall this channel is undoubtedly the most powerful for conversion.

4.1.7. Other sources (OS)

Other sources is in the 7th position which isn’t surprising considering that this

category is composed of all the other channels that were either too small to calculate

by themselves (small blogs referrer), or that couldn’t be identified properly. However,

“internal referrer” was also classified in this category. Sadly it is a bit of a tote as far

as data collection goes in this institute. Better data classification needs to be

considered and implemented in this channel to make more educated decisions and

analyses in the future. The data shows us that for 16 012 visitors (560 forms

completed), thus the CR is 3,5%, which is almost exactly the same as the average

CR of 3,53%.

4.1.7.1. The Carry-over Effect
18.How Other Sources are affected by the Carry-over effect by Conversion rate
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When observing the graph above, the carry-over effect shows some growth

for journeys of 1 to 3 touchpoints. Starting with a base CR of 3,5% and reaching

6,65% at the third point. However, diminishing returns happen immediately at the 4th

and 5th points with a decrease of -1,62% and -1,18% respectively. But the 6th point

seems to be an exception with a CR of 12,12%. Overall, the average CR across all

OS carryover journeys is 5,97%. This is abnormally high due to an anomaly at the

6th point with a CR of 12,12%, without taking this data point into account, the

average CR would be closer to 4,73%. Overall the carry-over effect showed

reasonable results but achieved a tipping point quickly. Regardless it is difficult to

draw any concrete conclusion since its composition remains unclear. It would be

interesting to be able to identify and compare every individual element that

composes the OS to get a clearer understanding of these results.

4.1.7.2. The Spillover Effect
19. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Other Sources (with 2

touchpoints)

Since “other sources” are composed of multiple different channels, results

with different touch points vary greatly. This can be observed when taking the
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combination of “OS > NS” with a CR of 9,08% and comparing it to “OS > PS” with a

CR of 30,33%. Regardless, the massive impact of affiliate marketing can again be

noticed when combined with this channel, “OS > Af” with a CR of 52,97% over 185

visitors. This again shows the influence that the affiliate channel has over conversion

rates.

20.The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Other Sources (with 3

touchpoints)

When moving to 3 touchpoints journeys, conversion rates vary greatly ranging

from 4,76% to 18% with the highest CR sequence being “OS > PS > PS”. As

mentioned prior, having a better understanding of OS composition would be greatly

helpful to draw any significant conclusions.

In short, the results found in the OS channel were inconclusive. Due to the

murkiness of its composition, it was almost impossible to draw significant

conclusions since the merits could not be awarded to a specific channel. Yet

although its composition is unclear, this channel still showed that it could yield great

CRs using the spillover effect in combination with affiliate marketing.

4.1.8. Email Marketing (Em)

Finally email marketing arrives in the last position when comparing the

number of visitors brought from each individual channel. This can be surprising to

some since email marketing is known to be a powerful and accessible tactic for most
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businesses due to its low costs and high response rates (Bostanshirin, 2014).

However, low new visitors make sense since this channel is based on first-party

data, meaning that consent has been given from clients to receive email. Thus this

channel is not used for the acquisition of new clients, this would imply purchasing a

third-party dataset of email and is not recommended. Overall, the email marketing

channel yielded 3 410 visitors with a conversion rate of 1,50%.

4.1.8.1. The Carry-over Effect
21. How Email Marketing’s conversion rate is affected by the Carry-over effect

From the first touchpoint to the second, the CR rate more than doubles, from

1,5% to 3,26%, and almost reaches the average CR of 3,53%. But when observing

“Em > *3”, there is an immediate diminishing return effect dropping from -2.04%.

This appears to be the tipping point of this effect. This decline could potentially be

associated with the frequency of emails sent monthly and could possibly be

considered “spam” by the consumer. Overall, the average CR across all email

carryover journeys is 1,99%.

4.1.8.2. The Spillover Effect

22. The Spillover effect on journeys starting with Email Marketing (with 2

touchpoints)
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When observing the spillover effect in the dataset, a single example of

journeys starting with email marketing can be observed. The sequence was “Em >

NS” over 96 visitors achieving a CR of 1,04%. However, it is possible to observe

spillover journeys that include Em as a channel. What is interesting to note is that the

lower CR was obtained by the only journey that started with Em. Additionally, its

greatest conversion rate was obtained when Em was combined with Af reaching

23,33% CR. Regardless, no concrete conclusions can be made in this section due to

a lack of data including this channel in their journeys.

In short, the results found in email marketing were that this channel is barely

utilized by this financial institution. Additionally, the carry-over effect did not react

positively with this channel and the reason could potentially be associated with spam

emails. Furthermore, the spillover effect didn’t have much data on journeys starting

with Em thus no concrete conclusions could be made. However, this channel was

still sometimes included in other journeys and displayed good CRs in combination

with PS and Af. It would be interesting to see this channel more in action since it is

considered a powerful advertising technique by most researchers.

4.1.9. Summary of the analysis made on Power BI

It was confirmed that every single channel has strengths and weaknesses,

this analysis was primarily focused on the conversion rates of each for credit card

applications of this specific financial institution.

In this section of the analysis, it was easier to compare single-channel

journeys or journeys with multiple touchpoints in the same channel. Yet what is more

interesting is seeing them interact and potentiate each other. It is possible to notice a
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trend in this case, that multiple touchpoints yield higher conversion rates, this can be

explained by the fact that if a consumer is mildly interested in the service/product,

(s)he will venture through the customer journey gathering additional information from

different sources to make a more educated purchase.

First of all, every channel had relatively positive reactions to the carry-over

effect with varying degrees of success. Some achieved diminishing returns and

tipping points earlier than others, but overall, positive incremental increases up to

that point were recorded for every channel. The latest tipping point appeared in the

natural search channel at the 9th touchpoint and the soonest was in the email

marketing channel at the 3rd. These tipping points show that this effect has its limits,

but also that at a certain point, customers get tired of a journey composed of the

same touchpoints. This is called the wear-out effect, it implies feelings of boredom

and redundancy from the customer. This can be avoided by creating different and

creative advertisements in the same channel or by diversifying advertising spending

through multiple channels. It was established prior that the deeper a customer

ventures in a journey, the higher its interest is in what the business is offering. This

was confirmed by every channel showing a superior average with the carry-over

effect compared to single touchpoint journeys.

The spillover effect demonstrated great results for conversion across every

channel. When observing the overall CR averages of spillover journeys from 2-6

touchpoints, results from 2 touchpoints journeys are “skewed” due to the

unbelievable conversion rate of journeys including affiliate marketing. The affiliate

channel rarely made it to 3 touchpoint journeys and not even once in 4-6 touchpoint

journeys. So to make an even comparison of averages of each different journey,

affiliate marketing data were omitted for this specific section only. The average

conversion rate of the journeys is as follows: 2 points (8,09%), 3 points (7,09%), 4

points (9,72%), 5 points (10,86%), and 6 points (11,33%). Though these results were

“tampered with”, it can be observed that there is indeed a noticeable incremental

increase with each additional touchpoint. It would have been optimal to have

touchpoints of the affiliate channel in journeys of 4-6 points to have an even

comparison, their CRs were so high that 2 touchpoints journeys averaged 17,42% on
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their own. This proves once and for all that this channel yields amazing conversion

rates and should be invested in more than it currently is.

When comparing both effects, the average CR of carry-over journeys was

around 6,21% compared to the spillover journeys averaging 14,96%. To assure that

the conversion rate stays as high with the impending death of the cookies, new

targeting techniques will need to be implemented as soon as possible.

4.2. Analysis from dataset made on Adobe Analytics

In this analysis section made on Adobe Analytics, the conversion metric will

be the amounts of credit card forms launched. The forms analyzed are CCIA forms

(Credit card instant approval) for easier data tracking, but there is something the

financial institution refers to as “the gray zone”. This is either when the program that

approves the credit card is uncertain about the approval (and a human need to

double check) or when a customer starts a form online but then decides to finish on

the phone or in person. This gray zone is small and is estimated at around 5% of

cases, yet this is something to note when observing the results found in some cases.

4.2.1. What percentage of visits are actually new clients?

In Adobe Analytics, when looking at the total number of unique visitors coming

from all the channels, a total of 546,842 is obtained in the 6-month time frame

(Appendix 4a). From there, by adding an additional segment called “SBIP2 logged in

(visitor)”, it will display the total number of visits coming from customers who logged

in, in this case, 137 498. Then to verify this data, another column is added with the

same segment but this time being excluded and 409 344 is obtained. Though this

might not be 100% accurate, since some visitors could be clients that didn’t log in, it

gives a great approximation.
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The columns mentioned prior were then split into each individual marketing

channel. But the three that stood out were natural search, paid search, and direct. In

the natural search channel, a total of 253 541 visits were obtained, but 93 601 were

already logged-in customers. This means that around 36,91% of all customers

coming through the natural channel are already loyal customers who have accounts

with this financial institution. When moving over to paid search, this channel had a

total of 121 062 unique visitors, and out of that number, 35 501 (29,32%) were

already logged in. The direct channel wasn’t so surprising, since it is to be expected

that a good portion of customers who have URLs memorized or bookmarked aren’t

new clients. Regardless it was found that 33,75% of clients in this channel were

already clients of this institution. This table shows us that on average, considering all

channels combined, 25,14% of all unique visitors are already clients. The caveat is

that this table doesn’t include app users since those aren’t tracked in Adobe

Analytics.

4.2.2. Credit card conversions by device type

23.Visits in the credit card section by device type by form submitted (conversion)

In this panel, the focus was to observe if there was a drastic difference in the

number of forms completed on different devices, and if so, which one converts the

most. The data was taken from the metric “visits in credit card section” and gives us

a total of visits across all devices 715 865. Effectively, across all visits, 369 261

(meaning more than half, 51,6%) came from mobile devices. Afterward, with 42,2%

(302 157 visits), the dimension called “other” was observed. This dimension is a
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combination of computers running with IOS or Windows. Finally, tablets had 44 079

or 6,2% of visits.

From there, the number of credit cards from launch was 34 513. Mobile

phones had the highest number of launches with 65,4% of that number, followed by

computers with 30,5% and tablets with 4%. This is surprising since filling up those

forms is a commitment and not something that would typically be done on your

phone. Regardless, the CRs were 6,11% for mobile users, 3,49% for computers, and

3,12% for tablets.

But by digging deeper and looking at the amounts of forms that were

completed, it is possible to observe that out of the 22 580 forms started on mobile,

only 12 708 were completed. This means that only 43,72% of those forms were

abandoned. Contrary to the data found on computers where 86,53% of the forms

launched were completed. Overall, the conversion rate of forms started is higher on

mobile, but proportionally, the amount of forms completed and submitted is higher on

computers. The reasoning behind that is clients start the forms on mobile and

assume that it will be a quick procedure, then give up and delay the task for another

time. Contrary to the ratio of forms submitted on a computer, where customers tend

to finish the submission more often. But by looking at the forms submitted, the

mobile user ratio resembles more 3,44% and computer users 3,01%. In general,

mobile users convert more than the other category, but the difference is less

significant when considering the proportion of forms abandoned midway by mobile

users. It can be concluded that the device used for credit card forms have drastic

differences when it comes to conversion.

4.2.3. What is the proportion of branded keywords vs generic keywords

in paid search?

24.Branded keywords compared to generic keywords by visits and form
submitted (conversion)
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During this thesis, it was established that keywords could be categorized into

two categories that yield different rates of engagement and can vary greatly in bid

prices. This section of the analysis focuses on observing what proportion of visits in

the credit card section is brought by each category of keywords. Branded keywords

are less expensive, and have a significantly higher click-through rate, but bring

visitors that are already aware of your business. This is reflected in the table above

when observing that this type of keyword brought 63,3% of all visits in the credit card

section, but only 3,97% of those visits started a form, with 66,25% of those forms

being submitted.

Then when observing the total number of visits coming through the PS

channel, a sum of 148 597, approximately a third of them, 36,7%, was generated by

generic keywords. But conversion rates coming from generic queries bring way

higher CRs, out of those 54 390 visits, 7 467 of them (or 13,7%) started a credit card

form with 42,09% of them being submitted. Although these keywords are more

expensive due to higher competition for the bidding process, and even though they

brought just over half the traffic of branded keywords, they still achieved triple the

amount of form started than their counterpart.

4.2.4. Comparing single-channel attribution & multi-touch attribution
across marketing channels

4.2.4.1. Comparing LT & FT across marketing channels

In this section, the difference between first touch and last touch will be

observed (Appendix 5a). This particular financial institution utilizes the last touch
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model to analyze its data and draw conclusions. This is to be expected since 83% of

businesses use simple attribution methods. By breaking down the last touch

attribution channels with the first touch dimension, it is possible to observe how

these two channels offer different results based on the same conversions. This is an

important thing to note because, in the long run, these results will reflect how the

business will distribute its marketing budgets between each channel.

When observing the data, 32 513 credit card forms were launched. Both

attribution methods rank PS as their first channel, but last touch (LT) attributes 11

344 forms to this channel compared to first touch (FT) 10 393, meaning a difference

of 941 forms. Then, the next channel in both attributions is NS, with LT attributing 9

131 forms to this channel, compared to FT with 8 866. Affiliate marketing is in third

for both methods with LT attributing 7 380 and FT 6 461. Then for LT the 4th channel

is display with 1 815 while FT ranks the direct channel at this spot with 3 078.

Afterward, LT’s 5th is direct with 1 792, and NS’s 5th is display with it 5th with 1 718.

The differences continue to appear between both attribution methods since they both

rank PSo and OS differently and so on.

In this comparison, it is clear that both methods attribute merits totally

differently, even though they both give 100% of the credit to a single touchpoint.

Though it has been established all along this research that each touchpoint

represents a certain amount of weight toward the end conversion. This has

confirmed that even if these attribution methods are similar, results change

drastically, on a greater scale, these relatively small differences in each channel can

drastically alter the investment choices the institution will make in the future.

4.2.4.2. Comparing LT, FT, linear, participation, U shape, J & inverse J
across marketing channels

25.Comparison of attribution methods including: LT, FT, Linear, Participation, U-
shape, J & inverse J across different marketing channels
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Due to Adobe Analytics' limitations, not every attribution method could be

compared. This section of the analysis will not go over every single difference

between every channel since it was proven with the comparison of LT & FT that

there are some differences in attribution even with similar methods. Furthermore,

every attribution method has its advantages and disadvantages and is utilized for

different objectives and purposes.

This section will instead go over similarities between their current single-touch

attribution method (LT), and different multi-touch methods. Doing so, it will allow for a

recommendation of a multi-touch attribution method aligned with their current

objectives. As established prior, single-touch attribution omits multiple crucial

touchpoints during the customer journey, thus by finding a multi-touch attribution

similar to their current one, more information will then be processed by their

platforms during its analysis phase. Currently, the financial institution utilizes LT

attribution because they attribute more value to search engine advertising and

touchpoints happening toward the end of the conversion funnel. This can be

assumed since otherwise, they would have used FT instead since this method also
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attributes 100% but prioritizes the beginning of the funnel and other methods of

advertising.

By observing the table above, the multi-touch method with the most

resemblance to the results found in LT is the J curve. When comparing the individual

channels, almost the exact same attribution was given from both models through 8

channels. Out of these 8 channels, 5 had the same attribution, and the 3 other

channels were PS, Ds, and Dr with differences between [0,01%-0,02%]. This makes

sense since the J-shaped curve values points considered closers over finders and

give most of its attribution to the last touch.

4.2.5. What is done in the credit card section before and during the form

launch of credit cards?

In this part, metrics such as the number of visits, the average time per

session, page views per visit, and credit card form launch will be observed through

different dimensions. The following tables are made possible due to the addition of

two custom segments called “e109 exists” (the nomenclature for this credit card form

in Adobe) and another called “only before form launch” which only allows journeys

that include a credit card form application to be analyzed just before the conversion.

These additions will thus isolate the moment right before customers fill up credit card

application forms. Then the tables will sometimes also be compared with the same

dimensions and metrics, but without the “only before form launch” segment to be

able to uncover CR.

4.2.5.1. Before and during the form launch per page types

26.Comparing the difference between before & during the form launch by page
types
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By looking at the pages in ascending order, Hub (the landing page) and

Product are close with 37,41% and 35,75%% respectively for the total number of

visits, followed by promo with 17,79%. Prior to filling up the form, customers stay on

average 1:10 minutes on this page and visit around 1,14 additional pages. The

number of additional pages is surprisingly low since it would be logical that from that

page, the client would gather additional information. But there is a call to action

“discover our cards” directed at the top of the Hub that brings you to the promotion

page where you can pick a credit card, which is a good CTA placement on their part.

Moreover, it was observed that the product page and the category page had the

highest page views per visit at 1,40 and 1,36 respectively. This is explained by the

customer navigating the different options available. Finally, the page with the highest

average time on page was the advantage, since this page displays loads of different

benefits with long descriptions. These low average time spent and page viewed rates

are positive things because it signifies that customers fill up the forms rapidly due to

CTA strategically placed on every page. CTAs range from “discover our cards”,

“discover the offer” and “apply now”.

When taking out the segment “before launch”, it is then possible to observe

how many credit card forms we launched on each different page (Appendix 6a). In

this case, unsurprisingly, Product and Hub are at the top with 38,2%, and 37,8% of

all visitors who went on credit card pages filled up a form! This is a great number
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since it shows that over a third of people interested in credit cards decide to trust and

make a deal with this bank for credit cards.

4.2.5.2. Before and during the form launch per device types

In this section, three device types are being compared, mobile, other

(computers running with IOS or Windows), and tablet (Appendix 7a). When

comparing the number of visits, mobile is in first place with 67,1%, followed by other

with 28,72%, and tablet with 4,11%. The device types were then broken down per

pages visited, both mobile and tablet had the Hub first and product second and

computers had the opposite.

Furthermore, computers had a greater average of page views per visit as well

as a higher average time spent per session. This was explained previously by the

ratio of forms launched compared to forms submitted on mobile. Customers using

computers complete the whole journey more often than mobile users, thus equaling

more time spent per session and more pages visited.

When removing the “only before launch” segment, each device had the

highest conversion rates on its respective most visited pages (Appendix 8a). But

what was surprising is how much more forms were filled out on mobile compared to

computers. Mobile had a rate of 66,9% of forms launched as opposed to computers

with 28,9% and tablets with 4,1%. Such high conversion rates on mobile just go to

show how well-adapted their website is for mobiles. Yet when looking at the number

of forms submitted mobile and tablet users had around 30% compared to 66,3% on

computers. Thus mobile users must underestimate the task of filling up a form and

over 70% of them give up.

4.2.5.3. Before and during form launch per channel

When dividing each channel individually, it is possible to get insight into which

pages they primarily land on (Appendix 9a). PS and NS have hubs as their most
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visited, probably since those channels come from search engines, which can include

all kinds of different search queries. However, every other channel has the product

page as its most visited. Each channel had an average page viewed per visit ranging

from 1,25 with the direct channel, all the way up to 1,60 with Natural search. When it

came to time spent per session, results ranged from 1:23 min with affiliate marketing

all the way to 2:03 for natural search.

27.Comparing the difference between before & during the form launch by
channel types p.1

When observing the results without the “only before launch” segment, 32 844

forms were launched. From that number, PS had the most launches with 34,3% and

57,1% of those came from the landing page. Then 24,6% of the form launches were

attributed to NS and out of those 48,7% came from the hub.

28.Comparing the difference between before & during the form launch by
channel types p.2
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Affiliate came closely in third with 22,4% and 93,7% came from the product

page. This rate was surprisingly high so the product page was broken down by the

campaign source. This is due to affiliate links all landing customers to the same page

for easier tracking (for the payments due), and contrary to other channels where

different ad formats can carry the customer to different pages. When breaking down

the product page for customers coming through the affiliate channel by the campaign

source, it was revealed that over 55% of those customers came from

Borrowell-sponsored links. Borrowell is a company that gives free credit scores and

reports. This showcases the power of targeting the right affiliate partners which have

an audience curated to the right niche.

29. Comparing the difference between before & during the form launch by
channel types p.3

When moving over to the display channel, half of the 5,5% contributed to the

forms filled came from the product page. When digging deeper and breaking down

the most visited page from display by mobile devices, 73,9% of those forms were

filled on mobile, and tablets. Moreover, when breaking it down even further by

campaign source, over 48,1% of the customers who took that path came from

YouTube. Finally, when breaking down the campaign source by type of creative

format, it was revealed that 100% of them were pre-roll 15 seconds videos. This isn’t

surprising since as established prior in this thesis when it comes to display ads,

video formats are more effective since they are way harder to ignore.
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Furthermore,15-20 seconds ads on YouTube are not skippable (Rose, 2022) and

due to short attention spans, a 15-20 seconds video is the perfect amount of time to

grab the attention of customers. Additionally, by targeting videos related to the topic

of finance, the audience is already interested in the subject and thus is more likely to

be interested in the products offered by this financial institution. When looking at the

conversion rate of forms filled in this channel, 1,13% was obtained. This is a massive

difference when compared to the Ds channel in the first section which was

composed of banner ads and only yielded 0,34%, this is exactly 3 times higher.

This is the best example of conversion found in the data given by this financial

institution for display advertising. This solidifies and proves prior concepts touched

on in this research like the ineffectiveness of banners due to banner blindness and

the power of short video content on social media platforms. It is a prime example of

great display advertising placement on the right platforms, with the right format,

targeted to an interested audience. This goes to show that, as mentioned prior, the

main focus of display advertisements should be through short video formats. This

format is harder to ignore and yields greater conversion rates. Furthermore, this can

be adjusted to different social media platforms according to their respective age

range depending on the audience targeted.

4.2.5.4. Before and during launch 1st or 2nd visit

When observing the number of visits, customers that only viewed one page

made up 64,4% of total visits, followed by 2 page views with 18,1%, and 3 and over

pages with 17,5% (Appendix 10a). Overall around 80% of visits are viewing the

credit card section for the first time.

30.Comparing the difference between before & during the form launch by 1st or
2nd visit
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Without the “only before launch” segment applied, it can be observed that

64,3% launched a form by viewing a single page. Out of that 64,3%, it was the first

time visiting the credit card section for 82,9% of those customers. This is interesting

since it demonstrates that clients in most cases go directly to the form application

even if it’s their first time visiting the website and thus don’t spend much time looking

for promotions and comparing offers. But by observing the ratio of the form

submitted to the form launched by customers who visited a single page, first-time

visitors gave a ratio of 4,8% compared to 2nd time or more with 5,62%. This gave an

overall average of 4,94% for visits who clicked on a single credit card web page.

When comparing this result to customers who viewed 2 pages, the form

submitted ratio was 9,17% composed of 9,35% for first-time viewers and 8,49% for

2nd time and above. By doing the same to 3 pages viewed and above, results show

a form submitted ratio by first-time visitors of 13,29% and 2nd and above 14,43% for

an overall rate of 13,54% (Appendix 11a). This is also interesting, this demonstrates

that when customers take the time to get educated about different offers by visiting

multiple pages, whether it's their first visit or not, the conversion rate is much higher.

Overall, the more pages viewed by the customer prior to filling up the application

form, the higher the odds of completion increase, from one page to 2 the rate

increases by 4,23%, and from 2 pages to 3 and above the rate jumps by 4,37%.

Thus inviting the viewer to educate themselves about the products offered yields

great results.
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4.2.6. Summary of the analysis made on Adobe Analytics

This section of the analysis touched multiple different subjects. Starting with

what percentage of visits are actually new clients, it ranges from different channels,

but the ones composed of the highest number of logged-in visitors (thus loyal

customers) are NS, PS, and Dr.

Then the different device types and their impact on CR were observed. It was

concluded that mobile users convert way more than computer users when it comes

to starting the application form. However mobile users abandon the application form

around 43,72% of the time, compared to 13,47% for computer users. Thus it can be

assumed that mobile users underestimate the task associated with applying for a

credit card, contrary to users using computers who usually follow through with their

application forms.

 Thenceforth, the differences, and proportions of how the paid search channel

is divided between generic and branded keywords were observed. Overall, more

traffic came from branded keywords, and generic ones offered better CRs.

Then attribution models were compared and analyzed. The overall conclusion

was that FT and LT yielded vastly different results even though there similar methods

of attribution. Additionally, every attribution method offered by the Adobe Analytic

platform was compared with each other. The goal was to find an attribution

multi-touch attribution method that had similar results and objectives as their current

one, which is LT. The conclusion was that the J curve attribution was the best fit for

their current goals.

Finally, multiple different metrics were observed before and during the credit

card form launch. The product and the hub pages had the highest conversion rates.

When comparing which page was the most visited per channel, both the PS and NS

had the hub and the other channels had the product page as their first. The affiliate
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marketing was broken down to illustrate which affiliate brought the most visits and

conversions, revealing Borrowell as the number one. Additionally, display advertising

was deeply analyzed to reveal that 15 seconds of video ads displayed on YouTube

yielded over 3 times the CR than the banner ads analyzed in the first section of the

analysis. At last, 1st and 2nd or more visits were compared and broken down by the

number of credit card pages visited. The results showed that clients who visited

more pages during their visit converted more.

Chapter 5: Discussion

5.1. Summary of results

Overall, the results found in the analysis go as follows. First, the section on

Power Bi revealed that the carry-over effect works on every channel with varying

degrees of success, with affiliate marketing reaching the highest conversion rate and

email marketing being barely affected by the effect. The varying wear-out tipping

points associated with the repetition effect were discovered in every single channel,

with natural search happening the latest and email marketing happening the

quickest. Additionally, the spillover effect worked incredibly well with every single

channel, but especially in combination with affiliate marketing. This confirms even

further that omnichannel marketing techniques are very powerful and should be

utilized as much as possible, especially when including the affiliate marketing

channel in the customer journey. It was established prior during this thesis that

customers tend to utilize the different channels that are at their disposition, thus it is

to be expected that “many customers [will] visit company websites multiple times

before concluding a purchase transaction” (Li & Kannan, 2014). Analyzing and

understanding the carry-over and spillover effects will allow marketers to create more

integrated online marketing strategies (Anderl et al., 2015).
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Most importantly, the Adobe Analytics section helped uncover that the J curve

multi-touch attribution model was the most appropriate for this financial institution

since it focuses on similar objectives, but considers all touchpoints included in the

journey. “Given the proliferation of online channels and the complexity of customer

journeys, measuring the degree to which each channel actually contributes to a

company's success is demanding” (Anderl et al., 2015). Yet, by simply changing a

single-touch attribution model to a multi-touch attribution model, the results obtained

will be based on more data points and thus will create a more accurate overview of

the journeys. Consequently, by devoting particular attention to the “incremental value

of a touchpoint and spillover effects across channels, attribution models can provide

insights for allocating marketing investments across channels” (Kannan, 2016).

Overall, a better understanding of; the customer journey, the strengths of individual

channels at different moments in time, the individual impact of touchpoints, and their

effects will result in more educated investment decisions into more impactful

channels and advertising techniques.

Additionally, the results obtained in Adobe Analytics showed that the device

type who started more credit card application forms were mobile users, yet in

comparison, computer users submitted more forms in the end. This would imply that

although initial motivation might be obtained more easily for mobile users, most of

them will abandon the credit card application process due to its length, which is not

the case for desktop users. When it comes to filling up forms, the overall bounce rate

observed was much higher on mobile devices compared to desktops. It is to be

assumed that mobile users might underestimate the time commitment and the

intricacy of the forms and in most cases, don’t want to deal with complex application

forms on their phones (Enge, 2021). A potential avenue could be that when mobile

users are about to abandon the application form, a pop-up could appear that asks

them if they want to save and transfer their progress. Then the started form could be

sent by email to the customer for them to complete later on their desktop.

Smaller discoveries were made during the analysis as well, such as the fact

that the display format that yields the highest CRs was confirmed to be video format.

Additionally, while observing credit card application forms before and during the

procedure, results showed that more pages viewed during the processes correlated
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with higher CRs. Moreover, it was discovered that around a third of visitors coming

from NS or PS are loyal customers. This needs to be taken into consideration when

observing the total number of visits brought by each channel since they can appear

more impactful than they really are, which can skew investments in the long term.

Finally, when it comes to cookies, the financial institution still relies heavily on

third-party data. Although their first-party data collection is impressive, changes will

need to be implemented to collect data from different methods in the near future.

This particular financial institution will need to experiment with up-and-coming tactics

such as APIs and FloC or Google’s PPIDs to find out what best fits its needs.

Moreover, they will need to allocate additional resources to first-party data collection

since this type of data will become highly valuable over time. This can be achieved

by attributing more importance to email marketing and offline touchpoints being

followed up by online touchpoints such as confirmation emails or satisfaction

surveys.

5.2. Contributions to the literature

5.2.1. Findings on different advertising channels

5.2.1.1. The natural search channel

The natural search channel has a correlation with the notoriety of the brand in

question. In fact, its main focus is aimed toward organic traction and relies heavily on

the customer being aware of what the business is offering in the first place. As

mentioned prior, this channel is not aimed towards conversion; thus rates weren’t

particularly high, in this case, it was even under the industry average of 4,17%

(Bond, 2022). Yet this can be explained by the fact that the product analyzed (credit

cards) has barriers to entry to be eligible, while the industry average accounts for

products accessible to all. Regardless of the CR, this channel brings in the highest

number of visitors by far, even when omitting the one that logs in. Although keywords

can’t be tracked since around 99% of them are hidden (Schmeh, 2018), insights can
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be obtained by looking at Google trends and SEO strategies can be implemented for

optimal usage of this channel (Nash, 2020). Furthermore, during this thesis, hidden

costs of SEO were revealed by digging in the institution’s dataset and thus

debunking the common knowledge that this channel is free, costs need to be

accounted for in the marketing budget for SEO for quintessential results.

There is huge potential when it comes to retargeting since the customer has

already shown interest in the business through NS. By using the tags manually

implemented in search engines and by differentiating clients that have logged in from

the ones that didn’t, great customer journeys can be achieved leading to high CRs

(Anja and Tucker, 2013). Furthermore, the more times the clients search for more

information concerning your business or products, the higher their interest is, this is a

focal point of retargeting since those clients are more likely to convert (Anderl et al.,

2014). Overall this channel can be wielded to create great traction from online visits

if the search engine optimization is done properly. To do so, the pyramid of Mozlow’s

hierarchy of SEO needs (appendix 1a) needs to be followed to the letter. To achieve

optimal results in this channel, SEO consultants should be utilized to obtain the

highest rankings possible in search engines like Google. Once optimized, the natural

search channel will yield the best results when it comes to the number of visitors, at

relatively low costs. This channel is powerful and should seriously be considered

accordingly when distributing the marketing budget through the different channels.

5.2.1.2. The paid search channel

Overall, higher CRs can be expected in this channel since the method

focuses on the intent of the customer (Blake 2014). Compared to the other channels,

the paid search channel has the benefit of being able to only focus on interested

customers looking for the business’s particular product or service. Even though this

channel yields great CRs overall, it comes at a steep cost depending on which niche

is targeted. In this case, the financial institution is obliviously part of the finance

niche; in this category keyword bids are ruthless, and the average CPC is 2,54$

CAD. Yet the CPC varies greatly, between [0,02$- 55,09$] CAD with expensive
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generic keywords such as “Low-interest MasterCard” or “Cheapest interest rate

credit card” for example.

Although, as Blake mentioned (2015, p. 2), “in many cases, the consumers

who choose to click on ads are loyal customers or otherwise already aware of the

company’s product”. Two analyses made in Adobe Analytics proved this; the first one

showed that around 30% of PS visitors were logged in (meaning that they already

are customers of this institution). The second analysis was when comparing branded

vs generic keywords, with branded showing far more visits than its counterpart, but

with drastically lower CRs.

Additionally, branded keywords are less expensive than generic keywords,

which is logical since there is far more competition for generic keywords because

every competitor in that niche will want to bid on the same common keywords for

their own purposes. Furthermore, it was found that branded keywords can easily be

swapped with the natural search channel, which might be part of the reason why NS

has that many visitors when compared to other channels. Overall this channel can

be divided into two categories, the generic and the branded. Both types of keywords

have their purpose and should be invested in accordingly, the split in the budget is

up to the marketers and their needs. Branded keywords while cheaper need to be

protected against the competition and will bring a higher number of visitors and some

conversions as well. Compared to generic keywords, which will bring significantly

fewer visitors but will yield greater conversion rates at almost triple the rate of their

counterparts.

In short, this channel is very powerful since it can impact the customer at any

point in their journey, but will usually take a great portion of the total marketing

budget. Specific attention to detail needs to be ensured to maximize results. First,

finding the appropriate way to divide the paid search budget into the two keyword

categories needs to be considered seriously depending on the objectives.

Additionally, the business needs to keep a close eye on keywords spending since

CPC varies greatly and costs could potentially get out of hand rapidly. Overall, the

paid search channel displayed great results across the board by being an amazing

enabler for other channels when it comes to conversions.
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5.2.1.3. The display channel

As Abhishek mentioned in his 2019 study, different ad formats influence

customers differently (Abhishek, 2012). This statement combined with the data

observed would imply that simply focusing on banner ads might not be the most

efficient tactic when it comes to displaying advertising due to banner blindness,

among other things. In fact, results found in the analysis support this statement by

comparing CRs of banner ads to video display ads which showed over triple the CR.

Display advertising has evolved over the years to be more intrusive (Goldfarb &

tucker, 2011) and businesses need to take advantage of this. Diversifying display

advertising investment is key to maximizing the channel’s potential.

The strength of this channel lies in the awareness phase since it was

established prior that mere exposure to display ads increases the intent of purchase

from customers by around 7.1% (Ghose & Todri, 2015). Furthermore, this channel

needs to work around obstacles such as banner blindness and ad blockers to be

efficient. This can be done by utilizing video content for example. Creating a short

enticing video and placing it at the beginning of a YouTube video aimed toward your

particular niche can yield powerful results. Some specific display ad formats on

YouTube don’t allow the customer to skip the ad, forcing them to see it. Sadly for

advertisers, not much can be done against ad blockers and businesses will need to

utilize different channels to target them properly.

Overall this channel creates awareness which is the beginning of every

customer journey and thus can’t be omitted. Although this channel doesn’t yield

great conversion rates, it remains crucial since it impacts the first step of AIDA

(“awareness-interest-desire-action”) and educates the customers about the products/

services your business offers (Matoulek, 2018).
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5.2.1.4. The affiliate channel

Affiliate marketing revealed amazing CRs during every step of the analysis.

As mentioned by Jurišová (2013) this is a powerful technique for conversion since it

creates trust from these third parties since the product is not directly connected with

the business that is trying to sell it to you. A third party is usually more trustworthy

and seems less biased from the client’s point of view than the business itself trying to

convince the buyer about themselves (Jurišová, 2013). This was clearly proven by

the data observed during the analysis, with this channel being by far the best one

when it came to conversion. The results of this analysis helped shine a light on the

real potential of affiliate marketing by combining it with any channels in any

sequence and obtaining amazing CRs regardless. As Duffy touched on in his

research (2015), this channel probably will become the “go-to” for the majority of

businesses, since affiliate marketing yields strong and constant results when it

comes to conversion at low costs. The results obtained from this analysis couldn’t

agree more with this statement. Affiliate marketing’s massive conversion rates

combined with low upfront costs make this channel a “no-brainer” for future

investments. Gaur & Bharti (2020) mentioned budget allocation depends on the

results obtained in the channel; thus it would be optimal to allocate additional

resources to this advertising method.

Evidently, affiliate marketing is not limited to aggregator websites currently

utilized by the financial institution, it can be efficiently applied to influential individuals

in a specific niche willing to do affiliate deals. Jurišová (2013) mentioned that it’s like

“personal selling to an online environment”. Furthermore, as Gillin mentioned in his

research, « the new influencers are beginning to tear at the fabric of marketing as it

has existed for 100 years, giving rise to a new style of marketing that is

characterized by conversation and community» (Gillin, 2008). For example, a

potential customer watches YouTube videos to get financial advice and the financial

institution made an affiliate deal with this Youtuber. With their massive audience, the

power of influencers can’t be undermined compared to traditional media, especially

following the steps made by the financial institution to move to a younger audience.
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Millennials grew up on the internet, digital marketing is the only way to get their

attention efficiently, traditional media barely has an impact on them since they hardly

consume any (Uzunoğlu & kip, 2014). Furthermore, customers build “parasocial

relationships” (one-sided relationships) with “internet celebrities” and thus trust their

opinions more than a faceless business (Jurišová, 2013). Customers are usually part

of the influencers community and want to follow in their footsteps. In some cases,

customers even want to encourage the influencer in some sort of way, and affiliate

deals are usually one of them.

Overall, some contributions were made to the literature by further confirming

points mentioned by renowned authors. Additionally, it has proven the impact of this

channel on conversion. This analysis was limited to the type of affiliate marketing

done by this financial institution, which was by partnering with third-party websites.

Yet amazing results coming from this particular channel were observed across all

types of customer journeys. This shows that this channel should receive additional

marketing investments. Additional funds could be utilized to create an affiliate

marketing branch that would dedicate its time to finding appropriately niched creators

and creating affiliate deals with them. Affiliate marketing is slowly showing its

powerful impact across the industry and will be adopted more universally with time.

This is an “early adopter” opportunity for this financial institution to take advantage of

this powerful advertising method.

5.2.2. The importance of the sequence of touchpoints during

the customer journey

5.2.2.1. The natural search channel

Starting with the natural search channel, interesting sequences have been

discovered. On average, journeys starting with the natural search channel and

ranging from one to ten touchpoints had a conversion rate of 11.07%. This average

may seem high for this channel, but it includes journeys with up to ten touchpoints

(clearly depicting interest from the customers) and is also combined with different
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channels along the journeys. By itself, NS averaged a CR of 5.44%. Yet, this goes to

show that NS can in fact be a good enabler and yield above-average CRs when

combined with other channels through different sequences of touchpoints.

31.Some of the most interesting sequences of touchpoints of customer journeys

starting with NS

As seen from the table above, interesting sequences with higher than average

conversion rates were observed. From the table above, 3 distinct channels can be

observed in different sequences, NS, PS, and Af. In this case, results show that

journeys ending with NS have on average lower CRs than journeys ending with Af or

PS. Additionally, the sequence “NS > Af > PS” reached record highs of CR with

54,05%, being the 3rd highest CR obtained in the analysis. But the sequence of

those touchpoints greatly matters. For example, similar sequences such as “NS > Af

> NS” or even “NS > NS > PS” obtained CRs of 23.44% and 4.95% respectively. In

those examples, only one touchpoint differed from the original sequence observed

above of “NS > Af > PS”. Yet the difference in CR ranged from [30.61% - 49.1%]

when a single touchpoint was changed.

As mentioned by Priest (2017), since a conversion can happen after the

interaction of many touchpoints, advertising through different channels is key.

Additionally, “different ad formats influence consumers in distinct ways'' (Abhishek et

al., 2012, p.1). Observing particular touchpoint sequences is filling a gap in the

literature since it is almost impossible to pinpoint which sequences of touchpoints will

have the greatest impacts on conversions universally. These examples of sequences

are limited to this particular institution, but additional research on this subject could

help discover powerful paths assuring higher-than-average conversion rates. Since it

was established prior that some ad formats yield better results for different mental

stages of the customer journey (AdRoll, 2016). It is thus possible to identify journey
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sequences that are more optimal than others. Meaning that the leverages obtained

from different advertising channels can be maximized in specific orders. This further

emphasizes the fact that the order of touchpoints can greatly matter and the results

obtained in this thesis can help shine a light on some of the optimal sequences that

are available and hidden in plain sight for future research.

5.2.2.2. The paid search channel

As established prior, search advertising is a powerful advertising technique

since it affects the consumer profoundly across all different stages of the

funnel/customer journey (Abhishek et al., 2012). This was confirmed with different

sequences including PS in the journey. In fact, paid search was an amazing enabler

and showed great CRs combined with almost any other channel at different

moments in the sequence. PS might have been the most polyvalent touchpoint

appearing in all sorts of different combinations and improving the overall CR.

32.Some of the most interesting sequences of touchpoints of customer journeys
starting with PS

On average, PS yielded a conversion rate of 13.58% when considering

journeys ranging from one to six touchpoints and including many different other

channels. When observing the table above, interesting sequences are discovered.

All those sequences are over the PS CR average, but one stands out in particular.

When analyzing the sequence “PS > NS > Af” a CR of 56.76% is achieved, the

second-highest conversion rate in the analysis. But when comparing it with a similar

sequence, with the exact same touchpoints, but in a different sequence, in this case,

“PS > Af > NS”, a CR of 18.18% is obtained. Although above average, a difference

of 38.58% in CR can be observed. This is another example of the importance of the

sequence of touchpoints to maximize the potential value of each individual channel
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at different points in the journey. Again, sequences ending with NS seem to have

lower CR than journeys ending with other channels. This is only one example among

others, but this goes to show that the sequence of touchpoints has an impact on the

final conversion itself. This will hopefully help pave the path for further research by

showing the versatility of this channel and how it can potentiate, amplify, and be

matched with other channels in different sequences, while still yielding good CRs.

5.2.2.3. The display channel

When talking about the display channel, lower conversion rates are to be

expected. Yet, display advertising remains important in the grand scheme of things.

For instance, display advertising is considered to be more effective during the initial

stages of the customer journey compared to other forms of advertisement (AdRoll,

2016). This was confirmed in the analysis since journeys that started with Ds

advertising had better CRs compared to the ones that included this channel

somewhere in the journey.

33.Some of the most interesting sequences of customer journeys including Ds as
a touchpoint

On average, when considering journeys from one to nine touchpoints and

including different channels, display advertising average CR is 4.87%. Concrete

examples that prove that display advertising yields greater results at the beginning of

the journey is when observing either the sequence “Ds > PS” or “Ds > OS” with a CR

of 14.52% and 10% respectively. Those numbers are far above average in this
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instance, but when looking at journeys including the same touchpoints but in a

different order such as “PS > Ds” and “OS > Ds”, lower CR is obtained. The

difference, in this case, is between [2.38% - 7.95%] lower than when Ds is the first

touchpoint. This amplifies the fact that different channels have different potential

impacts depending on when the customer interacts with them during their journeys

and thus that some journeys can be optimized for maximum CR. This supports the

points mentioned by Abhishek that display advertising has a greater impact at the

beginning of the journey (2012) and is additional proof that the sequence order of

touchpoints in a journey matters. Although examples of display advertising as a later

touchpoint in a journey were scarce in this dataset, this analysis can still open the

door for additional research when trying to compare the potential impact of different

channels at different moments in time in the customer journey.

5.2.2.4. The affiliate channel

As mentioned multiple times in this research, the impact of the affiliate

marketing channel on the final conversion is surprisingly powerful. In almost every

customer journey that included affiliate marketing as a touchpoint, CRs higher than

average were obtained. The conversion rate across all channels with journeys

including one to four touchpoints was 15.73%. But if you omit the affiliate channel

and take the same average without this advertising method, the average drops to

8.40%. This proves again the power and versatility of this channel. By itself, the

affiliate channel has an average CR of 19.87%, but what is more interesting is

observing how much this channel can potentiate the others when combined in a

single journey.

34.Some of the most interesting sequences of customer journeys including Af as
a touchpoint
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As seen from the table above, all the CR are way above average. The highest

conversion rate of the whole analysis was obtained by the sequence “Af > OS” with a

68.64% CR. But in a different sequence, “OS > Af” a drop of -15.67% in CR is

obtained. A similar example is when taking the sequence “Dr > Af” with 50% CR and

comparing it with the opposite sequence “Af > Dr”. Although there is only a drop of

4.65% in CR, a difference can still be observed. The same types of examples can be

observed when observing journeys such as “NS > Af” or “PS > Af”. In those cases,

their counterparts “Af > NS” or “Af > PS” have slightly lower CRs.

In short affiliate marketing is undeniably powerful when it comes to

conversions as shown above. This channel will probably become a major part of

marketing investments for businesses in the future since affiliate marketing yields

strong and consistent results when it comes to conversion at a relatively low cost.

5.2.3. The tipping point of the carry-over effect in individual

channels

Concerning the tipping points of the carry-over effect, multiple discoveries

have been made concerning which channels react more to this effect than others.

This analysis might now have found the “holy grail” of advertising efficiency, but it did

shine a light on ad efficiency when repeated in the same channel constantly. Multiple

examples were compared through different channels and yielded varying levels of

success. For example, concerning the repetition effect, the negative feelings towards
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the ads were reflected through conversion rates quicker in channels like email

marketing or display advertising than in the natural search channels. This means that

the wear-out effect, meaning when the consumers start to have feelings of boredom

or redundancy (Schmidt, 2015), is more rapidly reached in channels such as email

marketing and display. A hypothesis could be that those channels are some of the

ones that the consumer has less control over and thus could reach irritability quicker

than through different ones.

The subject of tipping points of diminishing returns concerning ad repetition

had a gap in the literature. This analysis opened a door with concrete examples of

how many times an ad should be repeated in a channel for optimal results

concerning this particular financial institution.

5.2.4. The spillover effect

When it came to the spillover effect, a handful of great examples of its

potential were observed in the analysis. It accentuated the fact that “different ad

formats influence consumers in distinct ways'' (Abhishek et al., 2012, p.1) and that

the sequence of touchpoints has an impact on CRs. For example, the spillover effect

showed better results when it came to displaying ads being the first touchpoint. This

further proves that this channel is used to plant a seed at the beginning of the

conversion funnel to trigger the awareness stage, then reap the benefits of that seed

though other channels later through online search activities (Xu et al., 2014).

The highest CRs were obtained by utilizing the spillover effect through the

sequences "PS > NS > Af" and "Af > OS" with a CR of 56,76% and 68,64%

respectively. The sequence of these ads through different channels definitely has an

impact on CR since lower CRs (up to -38% in some cases) were obtained with the

same channels in different orders.

Circling back to the repetition effect (Schmidt, 2015), combining different

channels may have a positive influence on the wear-in effect and could help delay
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the wear-out effect and feelings of redundancy compared to single-channel journeys

with the carry-over effect. The wear-in effect is positive feelings from the consumer’s

point of view up to a certain point (Schmidt, 2015). By showing different ads through

different channels, the customer will get bored less quickly than by constantly seeing

the same ad in the same channel. Thus the combination of channels could

potentially help maintain the recall of the brand and keep a more positive attitude

longer than single-channel journeys. Overall, the results found during this analysis

on the spillover effect helped uncover additional knowledge on the difference

between the single-channel repetition effect vs the multi-channel.

5.2.5. Attribution methods

Priest (2017) mentioned in his research that considering a single channel

impedes organizations from isolating impactful marketing activities from ineffective

ones, thus concluding that these models are flawed since they can’t present a full

picture of the journey. This was supported by other researchers who said that

companies should utilize omnichannel marketing to maximize the spillover,

carry-over, and interaction effects (Dhar, 2016). Through extensive research and with

the results obtained, it is clear that the LT attribution method used by this institution

is far from optimal. As mentioned by Romero (2020, p.19) “attribution models are a

key tool to define digital marketing strategies and investment plans”. It was thus a

priority in this research to be able to find a multi-touch attribution method that fitted

the needs of this financial institution. The contribution to literature from these results

is simple, single-channel attribution methods can be changed to omnichannel

attribution by focusing on the goal and objective of the previous method utilized. For

example, a switch from FT which values touchpoints considered “finders” could

easily switch to an Inverse J model which has similar objectives but includes multiple

touchpoints (Adobe Analytics tool center, 2022). These simple changes will help

businesses paint clearer pictures of their customers journeys and thus will be able to

distribute their marketing budgets more efficiently. The results help shine a light on

how outdated single-touch models were and how similar multi-touch models,

oriented on the same objectives, could be implemented instead at almost no cost.
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5.3. Managerial implications

Multiple different results we obtained during the analysis will help guide this

financial institution by using more efficient advertising techniques and having more

knowledge about their advertising spending.

5.3.1. Advertising channels

5.3.1.1. Display advertising

Starting with display advertising, the research findings combined with the

results obtained show that banner advertising yields are affected by banner

blindness. Thus this format yields lower results when compared with video display

advertising, which is more intrusive. By relocating spending in this channel

accordingly, higher reach, click-through rates, and conversion rates could be

obtained. Furthermore, native advertising format showed great results in the analysis

when considering click rates. Although this method has the trade-off of sacrificing

some brand recognition (Aribarg, 2020), results in natural search, paid search and

the direct channel explicitly showed the high level of notoriety the institution currently

has. Thus it could be interesting to consider this trade-off.

5.3.1.2. Affiliate marketing

Researchers such as Duffy and others, consider this channel the future of

advertising, and results found in the analysis agree with that statement. Astonishing

conversion rates were obtained no matter where the affiliate touchpoint was in the

customer journey. Although the results are limited to aggregator platforms like

Borrowell, influencer programs should highly be considered.

Influencer marketing “is characterized by conversation and community” (Gillin,

2008). Creating an influencer affiliate marketing branch in the financial institution
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could yield amazing results. Using platforms such as YouTube, TikTok or Instagram

Reels could easily target younger audiences. Additionally, the creators on those

platforms create deep connections with their audiences and thus have great

influence over them (Jurišováa, 2013). This new affiliate marketing opportunity could

bring quality traffic when it comes to people in the shopping process for credit cards.

This form of marketing is also considered a cheap channel since the payment is

synonymous with new clients, meaning you pay the affiliate at the conversion stage.

Thus most of the costs would come from creating that new branch and the salaries

associated with it. Considering the power of affiliate marketing, this relocation in the

advertising budget should be highly profitable. Additionally, proof of concept has

been seen utilized by competitors. Either way, spending in this channel should be

increased accordingly, since the mere presence of this channel in the journey

increases CRs drastically. This advertising technique yields the highest CRs of all

channels by far.

Investments in platforms like RateHub and Milesopedia showed amazing

results and need to have a constant flow of investments. But it would also be

recommended a greater focus on influencer marketing, especially the ones that are

in the niche of finance in Quebec, Toronto, and Vancouver. They can easily be found

on their respective platforms and contacted with offers. Examples of finance

influencers in Quebec: @ohdearbudget, @ree2mz, and @modestmillionaires to

name a few on Instagram. The following accounts are in the financial niche, thus

targeting directly their audience would guarantee interested viewers.

5.3.1.3. Email marketing

Throughout the research, the importance of this channel was emphasized

multiple times. Results from the analysis depict the underutilization of this channel

and could be considered a missed opportunity. A hypothesis that could be tested at

low cost, could be to implement promotions directly into the emails that are already

being automatically sent recurrently to the customers. For example, at the bottom of

electronic bank statements, specifically targeted promotions could be added. This
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method could lead to cross-selling and up-selling loyal customers and suggesting

products/services they don’t already have. This would avoid the customer from

considering additional emails as spam and ensure that the email will be open since

the client needs to look at the information in it.

However, since great changes in targeting are expected with the death of the

cookie era approaching, the value of first-party data like emails is rising and will need

to be capitalized on further. Thus offering more advantages to customers through

this channel might become a necessary investment in the long run and can’t be

neglected.

5.3.1.4. Paid social

The recommendation for this channel is to diversify spending through different

platforms. Since different platforms have different age ranges, it will be helpful to try

the different options out there and compare the results. Additionally, for

video-focused platforms such as Instagram Reels or TikTok, videos received from

affiliates could be re-purposed and boosted accordingly for easy ad creation.

5.3.1.5. Offline touchpoints

Concerning offline touchpoints, it would be interesting to consider email

confirmation after a client call or a visit in person. Satisfaction surveys on the quality

of the service and additional questions such as “did you complete the order?” could

be added. Such surveys would also increase first-party data collection, which will

become crucial in the near future. Then these data points could be transferred to the

dataset and analyzed for a more complete customer journey.
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5.3.2. Attribution models

It was established by research and results that single-touch attribution paints

an inaccurate picture of the customer journey compared to multi-touch models. On

paper, the best attribution models to implement would be data-driven models. Since

they are powered by AIs, they rely on “statistical techniques such as predictive

analytics” (Swan, 2020) and thus can offer more accurate attribution. But costs

related to this method are considerable and require time and knowledge for the

implementation process. Additionally, this type of attribution model heavily relies on

cookies to accurately identify the customer combined with their login data. Thus this

attribution method will need to adapt the way it operates in the future to properly

function due to the incoming death of cookies. The way this attribution will adapt to

those changes is still unclear.

Thus an inexpensive change would be to switch to a multi-touch attribution

model, which would yield more accurate results by considering additional

touchpoints. Additionally, the model proposed is still aimed at the same objectives as

the currently used model (Last touch), which is prioritizing points considered closers.

Thus, the implementation of the J curve attribution model would be recommended,

instead of the one used currently. This model offers a more balanced approach by

attributing some merits (20%) to the initial touchpoint, while still prioritizing the last

one (60%). The remaining 20% is distributed between the remaining touchpoints. It

was established during this research that every touchpoint carries some contribution

to the final conversion. By considering more than a single point, a more realistic

image of the customer journey will be obtained. Moreover, Berman (2018), also says

that institutions will spend less on digital marketing overall when more advanced

attribution techniques will be utilized due to better allocation of resources. In short,

the purpose of attribution is to better understand the results obtained from previous

investments and to better assign future ones. Switching to a multi-touch attribution

method can be a simple adjustment that will offer a more optimized view of future

budget allocations. The main hurdle in implementing this new method will be to

convince and inform current employees of this institution of the major benefits of this

change.
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5.3.3. Third-party data changes and new options for data

collection

As mentioned in this thesis, cookies will soon be a thing of the past. Thus the

institution should brace itself accordingly. To prepare for this new era,

recommendations imply gathering as much clean first-party data as possible.

Additionally, the institution will need to put measures in place by choosing which

alternative fits their needs more specifically. The recommendation, in this case,

would be to start by utilizing the FLoC API offered by Google as soon as possible.

Furthermore, prioritizing first-party data collection in any way possible will be crucial.

As mentioned in the offline touchpoint recommendation, the addition of surveys

following offline interaction will also help gather additional data on the customers.

The financial institution will also need to ensure the safety of the collected data.

5.4. Limits and potential research avenues

Although the results obtained during this project were interesting, multiple

limits need to be taken into consideration. First, the results found only apply to the

datasets of these specific institutions. Additionally, missing data entries and cloudy

classifications like “Other source” or “unclassified” sometimes hindered the capacity

of drawing meaningful conclusions. Furthermore, due to the fact that offline

touchpoints in the journeys were not tracked, some of the journeys will inevitably

have gaps in knowledge and needed to be abandoned.

Furthermore, in the Power BI analysis section, journey sequences rarely

implicated more than 2 different channels past the 4th touchpoint. Also, not all

attribution methods could be observed due to the limitations of Adobe Analytics.

Moreover, only a period of 6 months was considered due to the massive size of the
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data set that needed to be limited. Finally, the only product that was analyzed was

credit card forms and in most cases, specifically CCIA forms.

Regardless of those limits, the results found in this thesis will contribute to

some subjects to the overall knowledge in literature and help fill some gaps. Future

researchers will need to explore if the spillover effect has a link with the educational

process of the customer done through the journey, by providing different sources of

information instead of the same source being repeated multiple times. Additionally,

owing to the non-linear paths taken by customers today before converting, it is

essential for studies in the future to examine ways in which firms can adapt their

marketing practices and approaches to provide personalized experiences to

customers even after the death of cookies. Finally, future researchers could examine

the various ways in which firms can use AI-based attribution models to create and

deliver an effective Omni-channel approach using data, touchpoint optimization, and

eliminating silos to identify real use cases.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

In conclusion, this descriptive quantitative study on the subject of exploring

which combinations of touchpoints optimize online conversion when it comes to

acquiring new clients for financial products showed the importance of touchpoint

sequence within a customer journey. In fact, multiple combinations depicted the

range of different conversion rates that can be obtained solely by changing the

sequence, since different ad formats can affect customers differently depending on

which stage of the journey they currently reside.

The first objective of the study was to categorize and observed which

touchpoints, in which channel, had the greatest impact towards conversion, results

clearly showed that the affiliate advertising method was by far the most powerful and

probably will become the go-to advertising method in the future. The second

objective was to find the sequence of a combination of touchpoints that brought the

highest conversion rate, it was revealed that paid search, followed by natural search

and then affiliate marketing converted over half of the consumers. The final objective

was to find the most efficient investment and which ones were lackluster. By finding

the most efficient channels, like affiliate marketing and paid search, additional funds

could then be reoriented toward them for maximum efficiency. Additionally, by

pinpointing the channels considered weaker, techniques and changes were

recommended to amplify their investments.

Finally, recommendations for a more advanced multi-touch attribution method

were made to the financial institution for them to save money by more adequately

distributing and investing their marketing budgets in the future.

By leaning on the research’s findings, this research tries to steer this

institution toward better budget allocation, new techniques to maximize their

investments in individual channels and increase their overall conversion rate of credit

cards.
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